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ED’S NOTE

Winter windsurfing blues –
staying positive in the
absence of
puff’

The weather don’t half
make windysmurfin’ tricky
sometimes. Thoughts of
consistent/regular breeze
and waves are enough to
get all riders salivating.
With winter fully upon us
those storms haven’t
quite lived up to the hype
though…(yet).

A lacklustre start has
since seen a couple of
stand out sessions but by
and large Mother Nature has eased off the gas lately.
The Cornwall Wave Classic, back in October, was a
case in point. For sure, the surf pumped, and while on
paper everything looked good the second time round
(as the event was postponed from the original date) a
result wasn’t quite achieved. Teasing gusts blew across
Gwithian’s hallowed sands but ultimately no dice.
Attentions then turned to new kid on the block: the
Avon Beach Wave Classic. Surely with a November
date the organisers and competitors would nail a
result? Erm, not quite. With high pressure firmly in
control east to north east winds puffed with merely
chop on offer – not exactly what was expected. You
can read the full story in our behind the scenes look at
the Avon Beach wave Classic from none other than
former Boards Mag staff writer turned author Greg
Dunnett.

The above is just a snapshot of how frustratingly
changeable conditions in this neck of the woods can
be. Some years (such as 2015/2016) can be epic;
delivering seemingly endless supplies of juice and

breeze. At other times there can be weeks of nothing,
leaving some asking why they bother with such an
annoying activity. Here at Windsurfing UK Towers we
feel your pain although we know it’ll come good again
eventually.

A wind drought is a good opportunity to rack up
brownie points or indulge in your other hobbies.
Making the most of life and having a number of strings
to your bow is always worthwhile when relying upon the
UK’s changeable climate. If you really can’t scratch
that itch then consider an overseas windsurf holiday.
And don’t forget this very publication, the second issue
of which is sure to keep your stoke fires burning in
anticipation of that next blast.

Be sure to check out Simon Winkley’s brand new 101
windsurfing basics series, Windwise technique from the
one and only Simon Bornhoft, our in depth look at
windsurfing foils and a smorgasbord of cracking
articles that’ll get you amped on windsurfing. Enjoy this
issue of Windsurfing UK and we’ll see you out there…

TEZ PLAVENIEKS
FEBRUARY 2017

Happy New Year –
welcome to issue two
of Windsurfing UK!
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Innovating a benchmark is never an easy task, but we did it! The 3rd version of the most wanted boards in our range 
are now out and planing The Firemove V3 family has gone one step up in every category. 

- E a r l y  P l a n i n g -
The wider nose shape with a “COTAN” design (cut off tail and nose) has allowed a more concentrated volume distribution 

on the nose without the need to thicken up or lengthen the board.
- J i b i n g -

The new outline “kink” in correspondence of the one foot tail area, allows the lines of the board to become more 
parallel and create better jibing potential, especially at hi speed.

- T o p  S p e e d -
This tail area reduction created by the new tail outline has also created a better top end speed potential, 

especially when riding on choppy water.
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ut linguistic differences will find this app perfectly hits
the sweet spot of both fun and educational. It's from
Duck Duck Moose, an app publisher that pretty much
does no wrong when it comes to apps for young ones,
and it teaches maths skills for children from the age of
four upwards. Games involving counting, adding,
subtracting and the like have rewards that enable kids
to build their own town. An engaging crop of animal
characters will keep their interest up.

Sago Mini Monsters
Available on: iOS (free), Amazon Fire (£1.99)
One for the little artists, Sago Mini Monsters is aimed
at pre-schoolers. Its simplicity is addictive: players
create their own monsters by painting them and then
adding features, clothes and the like. They then get to
feed their creation before taking a snapshot so they
can store their favourites.

Real world champ

Whether your kids are already packing their own smartphones or just hogging
screentime on yours, keeping them busy with some family-friendly apps is a must.
Here we round up some of the best apps for young children – a mixture of educational
and just-for-fun. By Nik Taylor
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PROFILE: ANDY ‘BUBBLE’ CHAMBERS
PICS: NEILPRYDE/JEROME HOUVET, MALEEN HOEKSTRA, TIM VOWLES 
MOHAWKED, COLOURFUL AND ABLE TO STOMP A PLETHORA OF
FREESTYLE TRICKS AS WELL AS SAIL SOLIDLY IN WAVE ARENAS
ANDY ‘BUBBLE’ CHAMBERS HAS SUCCESSFULLY MADE THE
TRANSITION FROM OVERSEAS WINDSURFING COACH/PWA PRO
TO UK BASED SAILOR, COMPETITOR AND BRAND MANAGER.
Having nailed the runner up spot on 2016’s British Wave Sailing
Tour we decided to catch up with Bubble and get some insight to
his daily routine and how things have changed since his time
overseas.

CHAMBERS
ANDY
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I got into windsurfing after my parents joined a
watersports club in Cyprus when we were living
there. It was called Lemmings and part of the
British Forces Army base in Episkopi. There was a
campsite there so we pretty much lived on the
beach all summer. It was windy every day and
there were loads of windsurfers out – windsurfing
was a way of life! I picked up a rig when I was eight
and basically windsurfed the beach for two years. I
would dig the fin into the sand and stand there all
day long. I learnt so much rig control and wind
awareness. When I was 10 I was carried into the
sea and just sailed off.

A few shots of Tequila
I ended up in Vass (Vassiliki) after seeing an advert
in a magazine for Flying Fish Instructor training
courses. I really liked the look of going somewhere
new to get a qualification as in Cyrpus at the time
it was really hard. I actually had no idea what Vass
was all about. I went on a four week level 2/3
instructor course at the end of the season. I
helped out around the beach a lot mostly putting
sails away for the guests. When my course finished
I asked the manager if I could stay on and get
involved with pack up in exchange for
accommodation and using the equipment. Once
that finished, and over a few shots of Tequila, the
manager said I could have a job the following
season. The next 12 years, as they say, are history.

I had seen the first King of the Lake competitions
on TV and also there was an American windsurf
shop in Cyrpus which had lots of videos playing.
There was one called Airborne by Ian Boyd which
had lots of freestyle in it. Back when I was learning
freestyle was the thing to do in light or strong
winds when we weren’t racing. So I guess it was
just the natural thing to do and fun! Once I got to
Vass it was like watching a full on freestyle movie –
it was epic!

Working in Margarita, Venezuela, after I had won
the British Freestyle Champs, I met a lot of the
world tour pros who were there training. My sailing
level improved massively and I became good
friends with guys like Andre Paskowski, Antxon
Otaegui and the locals like Ricardo Campello and
Goliito (current world number one freestyle sailor).
The first tour stop was in Bonaire and everyone
was going so I decided to give it a try and managed
to get my sponsors to pay for the trip. After that I
just kept attending events in between working at
Club Vass – it was awesome! 

Blood everywhere
There are too many good memories from being a
travelling pro – some not for sharing with younger
readers! I think the one that really sticks out in my
mind was that first Bonaire comp again. On the
first day I managed to knock myself out and put a
hole through my lip when my downhaul snapped as
I was pulling it on. Blood everywhere, local hospital
and stitches. It was a great way to meet people. I
think turning up to the opening ceremony wearing
a pink floral shirt, sporting a bright pink Mohawk,
with blue and red stars on the side of my head,
also meant I made a lot of friends.

My whole time at Club Vass was totally amazing
and I will never forget it. The season I joined
JP/Neil Pryde was also pretty epic. 

If I had to spend the rest of my life in one spot I
guess it would have to be somewhere you could do
waves and freestyle. Probably Big Bay in Cape
Town; great location, great vibes, variety of
conditions and cheap beer. Having said that
Gwithian, Cornwall, and Avon Beach, Dorset, are
places I could happily sail every day providing it
was windy.

Was moving back to the UK a bump? More like
back down to Earth with a bloody bomb! It was
sooo hard. Vass is like a drug, you have to be
weaned off it. I definitely struggled initially. Luckily I
have a very understanding and supportive girlfriend
and boss which made things easier. It was very
hard knowing that I was missing out on so much.
Social media doesn’t help.

PROFILE ANDY CHAMBERS
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“Skill is a massive part but without experience
it doesn’t matter if you can do more tricks than
the other person.”

A normal day at work
I’m definitely more desk bound these days. Well, when
there’s no wind or waves at least! I do tend to sneak
out as soon as the conditions turn on. I didn’t get into
this job/life/sport to not do it. A normal day at work
involves emails, phone calls and Skype conversations
between UK shops and our distribution company in
Germany. Processing orders, dealing with magazines,
team riders and end customers is all part of the deal.

I can pretty much do everything from my smart phone
so I can stay on top of things quite easily. If I can get
back to someone quickly with an answer I will do so.
Usually the conditions will be such that I can get out
before or after work in the summer and also before
work in the winter, or at least during the not so busy
times. (Really hoping my boss in Germany doesn’t read
this!) I truly believe that to work in this industry and
sport you have to be actively doing it – I meet more
customers at the beach than I do in the office.

I miss all the other guys and girls which I have been
friends with for so long. After so many years of travelling
and never having a base you realise that actually most
of your friends are the ones that you travel and compete
with. Endless days of awesome conditions and only
having to concentrate on winning my heats and learning
new moves, what’s not to like?Freestyle definitely still
delivers for me! A lot of it, however, depends
on the conditions you get at the
spot

which is the quickest and easiest to get out at. Locally
I have Avon, Southbourne and Kimmeridge – not the
best spots for freestyle. It’s either those or
Mudeford/Poole Harbour. Neither of which are great for
freestyle either. Most of the time when it’s windy there
are some waves. I would love to do more freestyle but
there isn’t a UK freestyle tour which doesn’t help. The
UK wave tour (BWA) has some awesome events on the
calendar which is why it makes sense to follow it and
train for that.

My ultimate goal
I would love to win the UK wave tour. My ultimate goal
was to become UK Wave and Freestyle Champion in
the same year but I think my freestyle level, although
still fairly high, isn’t good enough to beat the likes of
Max Rowe, Jamie Howard or Nic Hibdige for example.
Let’s see how events pan out in 2017. As long as
there are no event clashes I will definitely get to both
wave and freestyle comps.

Weather and judging criteria
Experience is probably one of the biggest parts of
competing – I wouldn’t say that any discipline
of any sport is harder than the
other. Skill 
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is a massive part but without experience it doesn’t
matter if you can do more tricks than the other person.
You have to be able to adapt to whatever the weather
and judging criteria are at the time and that is one of
the hardest things about competing. Kit does make a
difference especially in certain conditions. Making sure
you have the right gear is very important.

It’s definitely frustrating at events without wind/waves
because you know how good the conditions can be.
But it is the nature of our great sport. Tiree was all
time, we had wind from every direction and all wind
strengths. I used every bit of kit I took with me. It’s
great when you get varied conditions because it allows
sailors another chance and it shows who is really at
the top of their game because they can do well in
anything. 

Wales was also really fun although it was classic port
tack, cross on riding which really favour the local boys
and also any World Tour competitors. Most PWA wave
events are port tack cross on. In Cornwall we

had epic waves but not quite enough wind to get a
comp started and we ran out of light. I think if we have
all four events run in 2017 it will be an epic tour.

Competing is fairly costly. Especially having to get to
places like Tiree because it’s so far away and you have
ferry costs and everything else. Sharing the driving and
accommodation keeps prices down though. Also if you
can sleep in your van then it isn’t too bad. Sponsors
tend not to cover for local events unless you can find
an out of industry supporter.  

The UK can hold its own for sure. We have some of the
best all round sailors in the world. A inter-nation’s
event would be amazing! That should definitely
happen! We have a few trump cards like Ross Williams
for wave and slalom and Ben Proffitt is pretty handy on
a slalom board as well as his wave kit.

13
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“Kit does make a difference especially in certain conditions. 
Making sure you have the right gear is very important.”



there. When it goes wrong with kiting it really goes
wrong! Generally when you fall off a windsurfer it stops.
Paddle boarding is attracting lots of people who had
given up windsurfing. WindSUP is so easy to do with
their families and you can do it anywhere in light to
moderate wind strengths.

Massive thanks
My fiance has stuck with me for so long whilst I’ve
been travelling the world to exotic places windsurfing
while she was at home. She needs some MASSIVE
thanks! She also deserves credit for helping me with
the transition from the overseas life to the life I have
now at home. Chris Martin from Agent Eight (now the
boss of NP Surf in Hong Kong) gave me the
opportunity to work in the industry and taught me so
much in the three years that Agent Eight ran for –
thanks for that! A big shout to Club Vass for being the
most supportive sponsor, place to work and my family
for so many years. My current sponsors Neil Pryde, JP,
NP, K4 Fins and Animal are all awesome for making
sure I always have the necessary tools to play and
compete with. Lastly to all my friends around the world
who have helped me out numerous times, with all
sorts of things, you are legends!

WINDSISINSNUNUNRNRNDRDFDFDING
uk

Media exposure
I guess you ‘make it’ by getting yourself on the World
Tour and getting some decent results in. Also being at
the top of your national rankings. You will then have
some good leverage to go to potential sponsors with.
Media coverage and exposure usually comes from
doing events. Generating your own media exposure is
expensive and difficult if you don’t have backing. If you
are lucky enough to generate your own exposure then
great. You can use this to find further support. You
learn so much and meet so many people by travelling
and going to events. All the brand managers and
potential sponsors are there. Go somewhere with great
conditions, train hard and then enter some comps and
do well, that’s the secret.

Outside of windsurfing I do all the usual stuff like surf
and SUP which I suppose these days is about it! Haha!
I used to play rugby, kitesurf and mountain bike but my
body and time don’t allow for them any more. Surfing
definitely helps with your wave sailing.

UK beaches are definitely getting busier with
windsurfers. The shops might not be feeling it yet but
windsurfing is a slow burner. Stand up paddle boarding
and kitesurfing have helped get people back into
windsurfing. Kiting is bringing people back to
windsurfing because of the dangers and mishaps

“Getting time on the water is a struggle with
work. I also want to be a good father.”

14PROFILE ANDY CHAMBERS
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TRAVEL OREGON, UNITED STATES

PISTOL WHIPPED
TWO SUMMERS IN SOUTH

OREGON
WORDS: BEN PAGE
WHILE RIGHTLY FAMOUS FOR
SURFING, THE WEST COAST OF THE
UNITED STATES BOASTS SOME
INCREDIBLE WINDSURFING FOR
THOSE WILLING TO MAKE THE TRIP.
BETTER KNOWN FOR THE BALLISTIC
WINDS THAT HOWL DOWN THE
COLUMBIA RIVER GORGE, THE STATE
OF OREGON HAS SOME VERY
SPECIAL COASTAL SPOTS FOR THE
DEDICATED WAVE SAILOR.
During the summer months, Oregon’s
350-mile coastline is battered by
relentless north westerly winds. There
are many spots to choose from along
the rugged shore but the most
consistent area is centred on the
small town of Gold Beach at the far
south of the state. Made famous as
the host of the annual AWT Pistol River
Wave Bash, the town sits at the mouth
of the Rogue River with a stunning
backdrop of mountains coated with
forest so dense, it spills right off the
cliffs into the heaving sea below.Cape Sebastian by David Clutton
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My time in America started in 2015 with a cunningly
arranged summer placement as a medical student in
Portland. Against all sense and logic I bought an old
minivan, which became my home for the next two
summer seasons. I spent each week soaking up
medical knowledge from my mentor Dr Jeff Albright.
Then each weekend I would drive to the coast. It was
then that Pistol River crawled under my skin. The
summer ended with a 3,000-mile drive to my
grandad’s house in southern Arkansas. 

Another year of university later and I was back, this time
with the van converted into a camper. Over the next four
months, I spent two in south Oregon, camping in the van
and windsurfing. This area is a fantastic place to spend a
season – wind stats in the 70% range with waves every
day it’s windy. I would often make base so close to the
water that I could feel the surf break. 
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TRAVEL OREGON, UNITED STATES

Competing in the AWT by Nancy Pruitt
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Mecca for aerial manoeuvres
I spent the majority of my time riding at ‘The Rock’.
Famous for jumping displays put on each year as part
of the AWT, this is possibly the most consistent place
for wave sailing on the entire US west coast. It can
easily be breaking head high plus while elsewhere is
perplexingly flat. A mecca for aerial manoeuvres, The
Rock also offers some incredible wave riding. Despite
being an onshore spot the waves get silky smooth at
size and can really pack a punch. 

A mile upwind of The Rock is Cape Sebastian. When a
south swell hits it turns from calm inlet to pumping
cross off perfection. Should you be lucky enough to
catch the Cape on one of these special days you will
find steep, smooth walls and beautifully pitching lips to
flirt with. 

A typical windy period would see me sailing on 3.7m or
4.2m for around ten days in a row, before the wind
backed off. The cycle would then repeat. On these off
days there is some quality surfing to be found in the

vicinity. My favourite place was the South Jetty in Gold
Beach itself. It is rarely busy and the most aggression
you are likely to encounter is from one omnipresent
sea lions. This spot can also be windsurfed. Generally
smaller and less windy than The Rock and
Cape, it is a great place to check out for
anyone tired of having their arms torn out
by a 3.7m at the Pistol River spots. It is
also the best place for wildlife watching.
California grey whales migrate along the
Oregon coast to Alaska each year and are
often visible around the river mouth as they
stop to feed on the journey. Other marine
mammals play in the surf and Ospreys
pluck fish from between the lines of
whitewater. 

After two months I was joined by my
girlfriend and we headed inland to put
some serious miles on the van, visiting
fifteen of America’s national parks. At the
end of two summers I arrived back at my
grandad’s having driven 24,000 miles. My
faithful van, by then named Lizzie, had
driven on the highest and lowest roads in
America, from 47 degrees in Death Valley
to snow in Glacier National Park. She never
once let me down.
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California
grey whales
migrate
along the
Oregon coast
to Alaska
each year
and are
often visible
around the
river mouth
as they stop
to feed on
the journey.

Cape Sebastian overview by Jason Diffin

Oregon coast by Chris Curran
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SOUTH OREGON FACTS
Flights:
Fly to Portland for £600-800 return. American Airlines
have the friendliest baggage policies.

Vehicle:
You’ll need to drive the six hours from Portland to Gold
Beach. Even though my van worked well, I would
definitely not recommend buying a car. You could
either rent and stay in a hotel or live the American
Dream and rent an RV (motorhome). 

Equipment: 
For an 80kg sailor you will likely need 3.7m, 4.2m,
4.7m and a board between 80 and 85 litres. If you can
bring two bags then add a 5.3m, have big and small
boards and bring a surfboard. The nearest windsurf shop
is seven hours away in the Gorge. This is not the place
to break a harness line! Make sure everything is in good
working order before you go, be sure to take spares.
Equipment rental is available from Big Winds in Hood
River; they stock good quality (current) kit but require a
two hour detour via the Gorge on your way to the coast.
The water here is cold, 6-7oC is common even during
the summer. You MUST have a good winter suit to be
comfortable. Boots are also essential and a hood really
helps stave off the brain freeze on a long swim. 

Accommodation:
There are a number of small hotels in Gold Beach to
choose from. The Inn of the Beachcomber hosts the AWT
and is particularly windsurf friendly. If you choose to hire a
camper then there are various RV parks in the vicinity.
Indian Creek is the top of the range with Wifi, powered
hook-ups and one of the best breakfasts in town. 

I would like to thank everyone who made my two
American summers possible, particularly my grandad
and Dr Jeff Albright. Endless gratitude is also due to all
the fantastic photographers for taking the time to
capture the images in this article. 

Thanks also to my sponsors JP Australia,
Neilpryde and NP surf.

TRAVEL OREGON, UNITED STATES

Beers at the rock by Dana Miller Boardhead International
Below: Gold Beach Jetty by Tim Lindgren
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SHOOTING
FROM THE

HIP
JOE COCKLE 

PHOTOGRAPHER PROFILE
WORDS AND PICS: JOE COCKLE
JOE COCKLE IS ONE OF THOSE

UNDERSTATED HEROES. ALWAYS
ON HAND TO DOCUMENT WAVE

SAILING ACTION THAT TAKES
PLACE IN AND AROUND ST IVES,
CORNWALL, JOE SHOOTS FROM

THE HIP WHATEVER THE
WEATHER. With the UK’s wave

sailing epicentre of Gwithian on his
doorstep he’s one of a handful that
has his finger on the surf shredding

pulse. Windsurfing UK caught up
with Joe for a chat.



I’ve been shooting now about 15 years but over the last 10 years it’s been my
main job. I’ve always had a passion for the sea and I spend a lot of my free
time around the ocean, either surfing or fishing, so when I got into
photography surf shots seemed the way forward. It soon became apparent
that if the surf was good then I would go surfing meaning I’d never really get
decent photos of people riding. About this time one of my closest friends, Lee
‘Pasty’ Harvey, was windsurfing and kitesurfing so it was only natural to start
documenting these sessions. I got into it straight away as the basics were the
same as surfing and there were lots of people to focus on locally. You also
have the visual effect of massive airs which drew me in and the more I shot
the easier it was to get good photos –  it was win win for me. I was close to
the sea and doing something I loved at the same time.

I’m based in Penzance so I shoot Marazion, Gwithian and The Bluff mainly. It
makes it special because it’s Cornwall. It’s not always sunny though so you
have to make the most of those bright days. When it all comes together, as
they say, there’s no place like home.
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You can’t beat a good wipe out. There’s
nothing quite like shots of your mates getting
nailed
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You can’t beat a good wipe out. There’s nothing quite
like shots of your mates getting nailed. But wave riding
has to be my favourite thing. Massive sail down bottom
turns or smacking the lip in the pocket, it’s all good.

I spend a lot of time shooting Andy King. He’s a great
sailor and we’ve become good friends over the years. If
there’s even the slightest ramp then he’s going to hit
it. He’s so consistent with back loops, push loops and

forwards and one of the best riders down here. He’s
always willing to give people advice and help as well.

Respect
Then you have people like Steve Thorp. Thorpy is so
dedicated to the sport and travels thousands of miles
chasing a good forecast just to get that one good
wave. You’ve got to respect his attitude. I’ve watched
him put his body on the line to get a few really good



waves from a session that he’s driven miles to get too
rather than take the easy option and get a load of
mediocre waves somewhere closer to home. When
he’s in the water you always know something’s going
to happen. There are also a load of great local guys
like Ian Black, Andy Fawcett, Ian Ross and Steve King
just to name a few.

I’ve shot a bit of surfing when there’s no wind in
recent years but to be honest if there’s no wind then
I’m more likely to be fishing somewhere. I’ve always
got a camera close to hand so will snap the odd
landscape or just things that catch my eye. A few of
my friends play for local sports clubs so I’ll quite often
photograph them if it’s a nice summer evening and
the club house has a good draught beer on tap.

Winter search
I love the winter in Cornwall. It’s so rewarding when
everything comes together. Wind, waves and sunlight
make for great photos. I love the winter search;
looking for new spots that have been scoped out over
the summer and come good during winter. But if
anyone out there wants to pay me to move
somewhere sunny for the off season then my bags
will be packed within the hour!

Canon kit
I use Canon cameras and lenses. It was an easy choice
as when I went to university they had lots of Canon kit
you could borrow so I would’ve been stupid to use any
other brand. I spend a lot of money on camera
equipment but I upgrade regularly. I also shoot weddings
so need to have kit at the higher end of the spectrum.

There is inspiration everywhere. I wake up with a house
looking over St Michael’s Mount and realise how lucky I
am to have grown up in Cornwall. Not many people can
say they live less than 100 metres from the beach.

You have to get inspiration from people who do what
they love everyday for a living and are always happy. I
think too many people forget how short life is and
working all hours under the sun is never going to make
you happy. 

Mickey Smith
I grew up surfing with Mickey Smith – he’s an amazing
photographer and one of the most humble guys you
will meet. He’s just happy living the life he lives. I love
his dark, gritty black and white photography and some
of his films from his time living in Ireland are well worth
a watch.

My brother Jacob was an amazing photographer and
great inspiration. He saw the world in a different light
and loved surf photography until he passed away. He
lived life one day at a time but it was great to have
someone to bounce ideas off and share tips.
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I love the winter in Cornwall. It’s so rewarding
when everything comes together. Wind, waves

and sunlight make for great photos
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Ron Stoner photos from the early 1960s surf
scene in America are also great. The colour and
composition are brilliant at a time when
photography was pure film and no auto focus
lenses. He was the leading light and pushed
documentary surf photography to where it is
today. 

Then you have modern day photographers like
Ben Thouard. He captures some of the most
beautiful pictures of waves I have ever seen.
Sean Davey has an amazing collection of surf
and lifestyle photos and also is a great guy happy
to talk about his work and share a few tips.

I sell a few images from days at the beach so
yeah I make enough to make it worth the trip.
But it’s something I enjoy so it’s not all about
the money. It’s more about being out with the
camera and being close to the sea.

I shoot weddings for a living, as I’ve mentioned.
It’s strange to say but it’s very similar to sports
photography as it’s all about capturing the
perfect moment. That spilt second of gold. I’ve
been doing it for a long time and still enjoy the
buzz. It’s nice to know people put their trust in
me to record such an intimate day in their lives.

I think the Cornish windsurf scene is pretty
good. There are lots of local riders but if I’m
honest I don’t see many younger riders on the
water. I shoot wave riding when it’s going off so
there’s a good chance those groms are out
there but not quite up to tackling the bigger
days (yet). I think windsurfing is an expensive
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It’s a big investment and surely for the long
term future of the sport it has to become
more affordable.
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sport to get into. Something will have to change
to bring in the younger generation. It’s not surfing
where one board and wetsuit will be enough. It’s a
big investment and surely for the long term future
of the sport it has to become more affordable.

I don’t think the UK scene gets enough exposure.
We have world class venues and riders but you
never see much coverage in magazines. A lot of
that is down to the fact we get the best waves
and wind in the winter months when the light is
poor. But you used to see local write ups – that
seems to have come to an end. I just don’t see
how we can encourage new generations into a
sport if the coverage is not there.

We need more magazine coverage, more online
coverage and we need to bring the PWA here – I’d
love to see world tour pros in Cornwall. The Red Bull
Storm Chase got a lot of local and national media
attention. That was great. We need more of that.



Cornwall’s such a chilled place to live, I don’t think
anyone really cares what craft you ride. 99% of the time
if the conditions mean you’re out windsurfing then not a
lot of people will be surfing so there’s no hassle factor.

I really like Ireland. The coastline is stunning and like
Cornwall it’s very much about searching. There’s lots of
potential and very few sailors. I’d love to travel more
shooting but at the moment I have a wedding
photography business making me a decent living so
life is good.

Great shots
A really memorable session was when I’d just started
to work out the sport and how to get the best angles
and what settings worked best. It was a one of those
days you get in Cornwall where it was going from
perfect blue skies to wet every half hour. It must have
been 10 years ago but I remember getting home and
checking through the photos I’d taken and having a
load of good great shots. Some sick bottom turns, a
few good aerials and a brilliant wipeout photo of Andy
King – it’s still one of my favourite pics to date.

We recently lost a local legend Mel Sedgwick. He’s
been shooting West Cornwall beach life for longer than
I care to remember, be it windsurfing, kitesurfing or
surfing. So this goes out to his family. He was generally
one of the happiest guys I’ve ever met. Whenever
there was a chance to shoot he would be down the

beach, rain or shine, smile on face and coffee in hand.
It’s not often you meet someone who spent their life
doing something they loved every day. He was always
surrounded by his family and he was one of those
great people. A true gent and someone who will be
missed by everyone who spent some time with him –
RIP mate.
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I really like Ireland. The coastline is stunning
and like Cornwall it’s very much about
searching.
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* Club membership discount – join for free online and save the same day. Excludes already heavily discounted products and certain sale items. 
** Online prices quoted are for a limited time only and subject to change. severneshop.com is part of Quayside Severne Shop. Prices correct at time of going to print.

World’s largest Severne stockist

+  Biggest Severne shop in the World 

+  Best prices in the UK 

+  Most experienced experts for advice

+  FREE delivery available in mainland UK 

+  Great savings on boards, booms, masts and hardware

+  We deliver worldwide

Call us for help and technical advice 07515 553535 
Buy online quaysideseverneshop.com 

2017 
SEVERNE 
SAILS 
FROM £445
Available to order now.

JOIN THE REVOLUTION 
FOR DISCOUNTS! 
 
Join our FREE Revolutionaires  
club and earn discount off  
EVERYTHING* you buy.

PART EXCHANGE YOUR  
OLD SEVERNE SAILS
 
All models considered. Up to  
4 years old. Call us for details.
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THE

BAIL
RIDER: ALEX 'MUSSO' MUSSOLINI
PIC: DAVE WHITE
WE STARTED OUR DOABLE MOVES SERIES ONLINE WITH
THE AIM OF SHOWCASING EASILY ATTAINABLE
WINDSURFING MANOEUVRES THAT WE ALL CAN ASPIRE
TO. Looking at the accompanying sequence you may be
thinking what's that got to do with Musso's huge bail out?
Well, we all stack it sometimes. Maybe to a lesser
extreme extent, and without such pumping conditions, but
the premise is still the same. Bailing is something we
should all be comfortable with - whatever your skill level.

You probably know it's all going south as soon as you take off or enter
the move - instinct can tell you a lot. Sometimes it's worth listening to
your gut. When you're progressing through windsurfing's ranks
instructors will suggest the worst thing to do is let go. And while this
certainly rings true for the most part in some cases it's better to eject. 

If you're airborne make sure you get the kit as far away as possible
when exiting through the gift shop. Yes, it may result in a swim
(especially in waves) but better that than landing on your gear. It's
then a case of enjoying the ride. After all, there aren't many sports
where you can abort at altitude and live to tell the tail. Brace for
impact, smile and lap it up - after all it's only water, right?
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STICKING TO TRIED AND TESTED IS UNDERSTANDABLE.
THE COMFORT BLANKET OF FAMILIARITY; THE WELCOME
FEELING OF SNUG BUT TATTY SLIPPERS; THOSE OLD BUT
WORN JEANS THAT YOU SIMPLY REFUSE TO BIN, AND SO
ON. IF SOMETHING’S NOT BROKE THEN WHY FIX IT? SUCH
IS THE SITUATION WITH MALCOLM CROCKER. STICKING
WITH THE SAME WINDSURFING SET UP FOR OVER 30
YEARS MALCOLM HAS BEEN ENJOYING HIS LIGHT WIND
WINDSURFING SESSIONS WITHOUT ISSUE. BUT THAT ALL
CHANGED WHEN RUSSELL GROVES INTRODUCED HIM TO
A MORE PERFORMANCE ORIENTATED SET UP. OVER TO
RUSSELL FOR THE STORY.
WORDS AND PICS: RUSSELL GROVES

MY GENERATION

TO MODERN
VINTAGE

FEATUREVINTAGE TO MODERN32
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In 1979/80 the Jet GTS was classed as a high
performance board for beginners. For 2017
Fanatic have introduced the Gecko 156+L with
dagger board, so again introducing a high
performance beginner board. In some ways
both sets of kit are similar – designed for light
winds, making the most of conditions with
perhaps giving a route into planning
windsurfing for those inclined.

But why am I showing these two boards?
It is not often you find an old set up in fully working
order with all the original parts in tact – mint in fact.
Malcolm Crocker is 81 years old and sails every light
wind day he can. I keep an eye on him and make sure
he’s not getting into any mischief. He owns such a set
up and I was intrigued to see it in use.

One day he said, “Come and have a look at the first
board I bought.” I thought he meant me to have a look
at photos. But no, he was proud to bring a slice of
pure windsurfing history out of his storage unit. He had
found all the parts over the years and I was amazed.
This was a relic, for sure, but a completely amazing
one. It was so shiny it was almost new! And Malcolm is
often out sailing his beloved Jet GTS.
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that as long as he keeps it out of the shore break then
it will last for years. It may be old technology but this
gear was built to last and lasted it has!

Malcolm only uses the Jet GTS for light winds. For the
majority of summer this isn’t a long period of time (due
to it being so windy in Lanzarote). But outside of high
season there are plenty of light wind days for him to
simply enjoy cruising. 

New toy
I think, however, the Gecko 156+L is going to be his
new toy to play on when it is not too wavy. Being wider
than the Jet GTS means it’s more prone to bucking
when there’s any swell about. So as far as a quiver
goes these two pieces of kit, while world’s apart in
terms of their design and era, are perfect for the type
of sailing he does. 

So many people miss the sheer pleasure of cruising,
when actually it can be extremely fulfilling. And for
anyone of an older generation this type of windsurfing
can keep you in touch with the sport you know and
love. By the time you read this Malcolm will be 82
years old. Like his first board, I hope he has many
more happy years of fun on the water – whatever kit he
decides to ride.
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Fanatic Gecko 156L
Recently our centre – Las Cucharas Windsurfing –
received the new 2017 Fanatic Gecko 156L with
dagger board. I thought Malcolm must have a go on it
and compare to his older gear. So I did a photo shoot
of him using his first board before swapping to the
Gecko and his first try on the shortest board he has
ever sailed.

In the summer holidays Malcolm and the children will be
on the water in their Mirror Dinghy or waterskiing. In
1979 they took their boats over to France and saw the
Jet windsurfer for the first time. In February 1980
Malcolm had one of his own and bought it back home.
Never thinking to sell it or replace, and certainly not
mistreating, is why Malcolm still has this gear and uses it.

Malcolm is now wondering how long the kit will last?
He says, “The sail feels a bit old and the stitching in
the mast sleeve is beginning to break.” I gave it a once
over to make sure everything was in good working
order. Having satisfied myself it was fine I told Malcolm

FEATUREVINTAGE TO MODERN
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It may be old technology but this gear
was built to last and lasted it has!



WORDS: DAN NEWMAN
PICS: DAN NEWMAN &
JULIA TOMS 
WINDSURFING HAS
ALWAYS BEEN MY LIFE
AND I HAVE LIVED AND
BREATHED THIS

INCREDIBLE SPORT SINCE A VERY YOUNG AGE. MY DAD
CAN TAKE MOST OF THE CREDIT FOR THIS WHEN HE
BROUGHT HOME OUR FIRST FAMILY WINDSURFER BACK
IN THE EARLY 90S. We were already keen dinghy sailors
so it was a natural progression that led us to become
hooked pretty much immediately. From then on
windsurfing literally took over everything. It was my job
and my passion, so the decision to change direction
and set sail on a different pathway didn’t come easy.

At the time I was loving life, working as a windsurfing equipment test
editor and also instructor trainer for the RYA, among many other things.
Windsurfing had already given me so much, it had taken me to some
amazing places around the world, it had introduced me to some
awesome people, I’d achieved notable success on the competitive
circuit in a range of disciplines and I was enjoying absolutely all it has
to offer. When the opportunity to evolve and experience something
a bit different was presented it was just too tempting and one I
couldn’t ignore.

How it all began and my introduction into the world of
super yacht sailing has an awful lot to do with my
windsurfing background. It was while working at Rutland
Watersports as Chief Instructor that I first met the
yacht owner who would become my future
employer and completely change my
career path, opening the door
to a whole new world of
sailing.
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FEATURE SUPER YACHTS

FROM WINDSURFER
TO SUPER YACHT

CAPTAIN, THIS IS THE
STORY OF HOW
WINDSURFING

OPENED THE DOOR
TO LUXURY SAILING
FOR DAN NEWMAN.



AHOY THERE!

AND SUPER YACHTS
WINDSURFING
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Several years ago while I was running one of my usual
level 1 windsurfing courses at Rutland there were four
students attending. The conditions were perfect and
everyone had an awesome time. One particular
student was so impressed with how it was all delivered
that we got talking after the lesson. To cut a long story
short it turned out that he owned a large progressive
company and after some discussions we were
commissioned to deliver a watersports and live
entertainment event to his employees. 

Invitation
We successfully did this for a few years. Fast forward
and we got chatting again. At the time I was rigging up
a spinnaker on a Hobie catamaran when he
commented on how small it was in comparison to the
spinnaker on his new yacht. He then went on to invite
me sailing, which I obviously accepted, but at the time
didn’t think too much of it. The next day, however, I
received a phone call from his PA, and just like that, a
week later I was boarding a private jet heading for the
Italian Riviera.

Later that year I was offered a full time job aboard, so
jetted off to the Caribbean to join the boat as first mate
and embark on my new career. It was a very steep
learning curve but I’m always up for a challenge. Among

many things one of the biggest differences is the sheer
size of everything. Sail size, for example, was a
considerable leap when the largest one in my windsurfing
quiver is a 5.7m. Now I’m handling a whomping 600m2
spinnaker on a 96ft, 70ton super yacht!

Things couldn’t have gone any better. I progressed
swiftly through the ranks and became captain within six
months. Whilst I was loving it, I had been starved of all
windsurfing action so the first thing to change, now I
was in charge, was to get some kit on board and start
taking advantage of the stunning locations and
awesome conditions that we discover around the world.

Choosing the right gear
Space is always an issue, even at 96ft, so choosing
the right gear took some serious consideration. The
guys at Tushingham were really helpful and sorted me
out with awesome Starboard and Severne equipment. I
needed one board that could do everything, so it had
to be the Kode 94 and I love it! Flat water blasting and
freestyle, bump&jump or waves, it delivers and I’ve had
some great sessions in a variety of locations all over
the world with it.

We also went with a couple of Starboard inflatable
windSUPs, which are absolutely perfect and tick every
other box (especially the storage one). Anyone can
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enjoy them in paddle mode and with a sail fitted they
windsurf extremely well too. They also make the
perfect form of transport for getting ashore to visit the
beach bar and grab a sunset Pina Colada!

Freedom
Using a sailing yacht as a windsurfing platform unlocks
a whole new element of adventure and really enables
you to explore far more. It’s not always straight forward
but that adds to the challenge and the excitement. The
freedom that you get from the yacht is a very unique
experience. Once you venture offshore it is very much
just you and the elements. The only thing that matters
is the journey and you can properly get off grid until
you arrive at your destination. You then find the perfect
spot, anchor up and jump in… Windsurfing is just one
of the many activities we enjoy on location; kitesurfing,
paddle boarding, wakeboarding, snorkelling, diving and
fishing are also possibilities. Then following the fun,
unwind on deck with a fine bottle of wine or G&T.

Unfortunately it isn’t all games and work does have to
be done sometimes. So for me as a commercial
captain and professional racing skipper windsurfing
now has to fit in around my day job, which consists of
a very busy sailing schedule featuring super yacht
regattas, offshore races, luxury cruising and sailing
around the world, always chasing the endless summer.
It’s a tough job (no seriously, it actually is) but
someone’s got to do it!

See you all on the water soon, somewhere in the
world…
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Using a sailing yacht as a windsurfing
platform unlocks a whole new element of

adventure and really enables you to explore
far more



WORDS: CHRIS FREEMAN
PICS: JIMMIE HEPP 

THE SUBJECT OF WINDSURFING FINS IS A CONFUSING
ONE, WHATEVER AREA OF THE SPORT YOU’RE

DISCUSSING. WAVE SAILING IS PARTICULAR BAFFLING
THOUGH. WITH MULTIPLE CONFIGURATIONS AVAILABLE,

FROM QUAD, TO THRUSTER, TWINNIES AND SINGLES
WHERE DOES THE EVERYDAY SAILOR BEGIN? WE THREW
OPEN THIS TOPIC TO BLACK PROJECT’S CHRIS FREEMAN

WHO GUIDES US THROUGH THE QUAGMIRE OF WAVE
SAILING FINS.

Firstly, tell us a bit about your background and the work
Black Project do. Why set up a fin company for instance?

Black Project was started very simply because we wanted to make fins
which we wanted to ride. It wasn’t a conscious decision to start a fin

company, it just happened when riders started asking for them. In all reality
I was the first paying customer and asked Tom (Hammerton) for some twin
fins. Up until that point he was making speed and slalom fins for himself

only. I was splitting my time between the Middle East and Maui with Tom full
time on Maui. It made sense for me to quit my higher paying job, move

11,000 miles and take up full time residence there so that I could build the
business side of the operation. Likewise, with paddles I wanted to go paddle

so I made my own paddles. We are 100% focussed on only the sports
which we do ourselves (almost) every day. As it stands right now I am in
charge of everything from defining product concepts, testing, marketing,

managing production, sales, accounting and most of the shipping. Tom is
purely focussed on design and has a fairly free reign to develop his ideas

FREEMAN
CHRIS

WAVE SAILING
FIN KNOWLEDGE

WITH BLACK
PROJECT’S

FEATUREBLACK PROJECT40
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What are the basic principles windsurfers
should keep in mind when looking at
different fins for their wave board?
I think an honest assessment of sailing skill and
location is the best place to start for any rider. From
this point you can actually look at the options and their
pros and cons. If you think that you are shredding fast
punchy waves when in reality you are mostly sailing in
onshore lumpy conditions, then you will choose the
wrong fins (and probably also the wrong board and
sail). Most riders need more speed and drive than they
realise, everything becomes easier with speed.

Talk to us about the pros and cons of
each set up for wave sailing fins.
Single – fast, wider arched turns, great on wide open
point break waves, also great in onshore conditions for
speed and early planning. Good for bigger guys like
Josh Angulo who rips it up with his single fins. 

Twin – Super loose and slashy but lacking a bit in early
planning, upwind ability etc. Some boards work well as
a twinzer option. The closer your fin boxes are together
the bigger the fins you will need. The first wave fins we
made were actually twin fins. 

Thruster – Great on choppy waves, big waves and
onshore. The performance and feel does greatly depend
on the set up in terms of balance between the size of
the front and rear fins. With a significantly larger fin in
the rear (as many production boards come with) then
you will experience a similar feel as a single fin. If you
want to transform your freewave board in the waves get
a more balanced set up with a smaller rear fin. 

Quad – great in good waves, if you have a smooth face
then the balance between the grip of a thruster and
the slashy feel of a twinzer is a winner. Be careful not
to go too small on your first quad set up, but over time
you will slightly modify your sailing to suit. 

As you add more fins you will need to add more total
area because shorter fins are less efficient at
generating lift.

What about different fin fittings and
boxes? Can you describe each and their
benefits?
US Box – the long-time standard in windsurfing fin
boxes, my favourite by far and what I have on my
customs, longevity, range of adjustment and strength



cannot be rivalled. The boxes do tend to add a little
weight. I wish that all board brand supplied their wave
boards with US boxes! 

Slot Box – Lots of board brands now offer these in
either front, rear or all fins. Easy adjustment with
screwdriver but questionable longevity. Lighter weight
boxes especially if in carbon. 

Mini-Tuttle – Found on front fins on boards such as JP
and Quatro, similar to Powerbox in terms of bolting
through deck, as with Powerbox the lack of adjustment
is limiting.  

Powerbox – Common on many freewave or freestyle
wave boards in thruster and single configuration. The
secure through the deck fixing is easy (if the fins fit
well) but the lack of adjustment is frustrating. 

Starbox – new from Starboard for 2017, a cross
between the traditional US box and the SB. US box fins
fit in well but regular Slot Box fins need to be adjusted
to fit on the one screw system, they will also sit a little
lower in the box.
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“Most riders need more speed and drive than they realise, everything becomes easier with speed”



“If I want my board to be super loose in
smaller waves I move the fins closer

together for more pivot.”
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Do the above make a difference in terms
of sailing? If so what have you found?
I want to always use US boxes in my wave boards. Easy
adjustment, longevity and strength being the reasons
why. They may not be as sexy as Slot Box or Starbox but
they work and are reliable. If all brands stuck to one
fixed box type then the cost of fins would fall.

What’s your opinion on the frequency of
tuning your wave board? Would you do this
every time you went to the beach for
instance?

We are always trying out new ideas and with lots of
porotypes you have to proactively stay on track with
development goals. Many days though I just want to get
in the water and use whatever is in the board at the
time. Having the confidence to try things and make
mistakes helps you learn though. If you change the
positioning of the fins and it is worse that is as good as
it being better. Once you find a set up that works don’t
stop there, as conditions change try different things. If it
is a bigger day I will often just slide my front fins forward
5mm for a little extra grip on the bumpy face. It is
amazing how much you can change the feeling of a
board by just changing the positioning of the fins. If I
want my board to be super loose in smaller waves I
move the fins closer together for more pivot.

What about for specific moves? Would you
keep the same set up for learning jumps
as you would down the line riding?
For jumping extra upwind ability, speed and drive will
help you increase height and projection, therefore bigger
fins are going to help. Although you have to give up a
little manoeuvrability and focus on air. In wave riding
arenas jumping might not be important and you are
looking to maximise the surfing performance. At a
crowded break, which is super competitive at the peak,
you arguably need a little extra low end drive to get into
position and fight for your section. If you are sailing
alone that doesn’t matter.

With so many fin combos available, and
boards of all shapes and sizes, how does
Black Project run its R&D?
Keeping up with board changes and trends is extremely
challenging. Just when you think you have everything
covered then a brand pivot challenges your previous
assumptions. There are a lot of potential options on the
market and it is my job to listen to riders, research and
review so that we can always offer the best possible advice.
I try to test out as many boards and fins as possible.
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In your opinion are the fins supplied with
modern wave boards optimised
correctly? 
How can they be? As riders we all face a unique set of
variables in terms of rider weight, rider ability,
conditions and aspirations. Hence it is highly unlikely,
at best, that the fins supplied with the board are
optimised for you.

Do you record all your fin findings within
the body of spreadsheets for instance?
We use project management software to record all
projects, rider feedback and requests. This is
confidential but I release certain snippets. Prior to
2016 everything was managed in spreadsheets and
via email and it was very challenging. With the
implementation of the right software, which is also
deployed to our team riders, we are able to collate
real-time data and feedback at the beach on our cell
phones. Tom immediately gets that and can have a
new design idea ready before we have driven home.

Zero emails clogging up the inbox (which is hard when
you are managing different aspects of a business) and
maximum efficiency. Speed and slalom fins are much
easier to test because GPS doesn’t lie. For wave we
have to rely more on feeling.

Any general comments regarding wave
board fin configurations? 
Ultimately windsurfing is about having fun. Ride whatever
you have, don’t feel that you need the latest and
greatest gear when you are having fun on your existing
board. Don’t lose sight of that aspect.

Speed and slalom fins are much easier to test
because the GPS doesn’t lie. For wave we
have to rely more on feeling
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Simon Bornhoft
explains why

getting brilliant at
seemingly basic

skills can be a
game changer for
your windsurfing.

UNHOOK & 
HOLD ON

COACHING UNHOOK & HOLD ON48

“COULD HOW YOU UNHOOK BE HOLDING YOU BACK?”

TASK: 
Sail fast downwind, unhook and sheet in without losing speed
or control…!
Level: 
Beginner to expert.
Why: 
Develops stance, control, gybing, jumping, beg-expert wave
riding and setting up for ‘moves’.
Key Principles: 
Vision and Opposition
Core Skill: 
‘Sunken 7’ Stance Range
Windwise Touch Points: 
Backhand down the boom / Back foot on windward and
leeward rail / Sail Touching Knee!
Counter Intuitive Moment: 
Wanting to lift hips, stand up and carve too soon.

Words: Simon Bornhoft
Pics: Windwise
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At Windwise our Skills Training ethos develops very
specific, seemingly basic actions and shows you how
to take advantage of them. Stumbling on the core

skills or not setting up properly in pressure situations
creates a domino effect that makes everything else
physically and technically harder. This Skills Training
exercise develops your stance range, control and takes you
into transitions (tacks, gybes and so on) with the pack
stacked in your favour! So, quite simply we’re going to
develop on how you unhook – yes UNHOOK! You may ‘feel’
you know this or ‘have it sorted’, but remember, what we
‘think’ we’re doing isn’t always the case. Plus get amazing at
it, reaps huge benefits!

WHO’S THIS FOR?
If you can plane in the harness and want to avoid future bad habits – DRILL
THIS SKILL!

If you’re learning to plane into and out of gybes – THIS IS PARAMOUNT!

If you’ve aspirations for duck gybes, 360’s, jumping, wave riding or feasible
freestyle moves – MASTER IT!

WHY LEARN IT?
It’s a global problem! Before, during and after unhooking many people
excessively lift their hips and ‘sheet out’ (as in photo opposite). This plays havoc
with the apparent wind as an ‘open sail’ acts like an instant brake, slowing the
board in marginal winds or making it harder to tame than a fired up dragon in
punchy conditions or chop.

Q. What’s The Goal? 
A. SAIL FAST DOWNWIND, SET UP & UNHOOK keeping control
of the clew!

Q. How Do I Learn It?  
A. Windwise Skills Training of course.

Repeat Stage 1-3 again and again. Initially start on an upwind line. As
confidence builds master a faster downwind line. 

Windwise Touch Points: Set yourself high standards by making them a
MUST!

COACHING UNHOOK & HOLD ON50
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Vision 1-3-5: Look forward and through the turn.
Opposition 1-3: ‘Oppose’ the rig’s power by leaning the body outboard in line with leeward front strap.

HOW TO SET UP UNHOOK & REMAIN      
Stage 1 
‘Sink that 7’

Stage 2 
The Unhook

Stage 3 
Unhooked & Holding On!

To sail broad (120-145 degrees off the
wind) fast in control, hunker down! Sink
super low, hunching that ‘7’ stance back
and down into the harness. Suck your
core muscles in and down to pull the
harness line in. Feel your back push into
your harness to accentuate that Sunken
7 stance to pull in and down on that
boom. Extend the front leg and crucially
flex the rear leg to sink the backside to
literally just above the water. 

TOUCH POINT: Move the
clew/rear hand 30-40cm down the
boom before unhooking. Use a
piece of tape as a reminder!

Before, during and after unhooking hold
that ‘Sunken 7’ and pull down on the
boom even harder to drop the line out –
don’t lift the hips (you will, but try not to).
Keep the hips outboard and extend the
front leg to push the board away from
you. This is very counterintuitive, human
nature makes us want to stand up. 

AM I DOING IT RIGHT? Check your
front leg/foot and the board is right out
in front of you, not underneath you. 

Staying outboard, pulling down on the
boom, locks the mast foot down and
enhances control. After unhooking, slide
your back foot out of the strap place it on
the windward rail Touch Point. Hold it
there for 2-4 seconds to get settled –
don’t come up or over the board!  It
should look and feel like you’re blasting
along normally but you’ve no back strap
or harness line, nothing else changes.  

TOUCH POINT: Back foot next to
strap on windward side of board
1st! You won’t end up doing this
every gybe but practicing it
develops your skills base.
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          IN CONTROL 
Set Up To Sheet In Can You Fully Sheet In?

In your low ‘Sunken 7’ unhooked position,
slide your back foot across to the leeward
side – But DON’T move your body across
onto the inside/leeward/carving rail yet!
Counter intuitively keep the hips
‘outboard’ (see photos) otherwise you’ll
never be able to sheet the sail in! Extend
the mast arm, but pull in (towards the
body) and back (towards the tail) with the
clew arm to sheet in and twist the boom
like a set of bike handlebars.

TOUCH POINT: Slide back foot to
the leeward rail, next to the back
strap – don’t come over to carve yet!

As the board bears away, ‘gradually’
sink the hips low and directly over that
flexed rear knee & ankle on the leeward
rail to carve. Don’t lean excessively
forward, just drop the inside hip down
over the ankle. Play a game! Can you
get that clew hand in, back and towards
the tail until the sail brushes your leg? 

OPPOSITION: Note how the body
is BACK and the mast is
FORWARD

WINDWISE TOUCH POINT: If sail
briefly touches the knee you’re
sheeted in!

SKILLS TRAIN
AGAIN & AGAIN
Repeat Stage 1-3 over and over
without actually gybing. Slow
motion for Stage 1-3 stage (50-
60m or 3-4-5-6 seconds) is the
game changer. Most people come
up far too quickly (like instantly)
and step across causing the sail to
open up, rather than having the
luxury to turn the board downwind
by pushing through the front foot
rather than trying to turn down
wind with the carving foot.

CARRY ON GYBING ‘The ultimate
gybing Touch Point!’

To really test if you’ve mastered
unhooking, here’s a gybe defining
Touch Point test! Dry gybers turn
downwind with the clew pointing
back towards the wind. So, can you
sheet the clew in so that the foot of
the sail touches or comes very
close to the inside carving knee?

TOUCH POINT: You won’t do
it on every gybe, but Skills
Train if you want your sail to
go light in a gybe. 



Look & Lean 
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We’ll finish the gybe another time, but once that sail touches/approaches the knee it’s
time to ‘LOOK & LEAN’ into the turn and LEVER the mast/rig the opposite way to the body.
Note how the clew hand is close to the head just before, during and after the foot
change, all of which makes the rig rotation easier and more successful.

Getting Air 
Setting up well,
unhooking smoothly
and sheeting in,
enables you’ll to
control power, pace
and heavy chop!



http://www.gul.com
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Simon says…
We’ll go through the carving part and rig rotation with future Skills
Training Exercises. But to help me help you, practice the Sunken 7
Set Up, low unhook and gybing Touch Point to allow me to
transform your gybes and a whole lot more!
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Windwise offers unique windsurfing
experiences combining a proven fast
track Skills Training System with
welcoming socials and adventures, both
in the UK and abroad.
info@windwise.net
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Unhook & Hope 
Here’s Windwise client James Shirley (right in pic) and myself (left in pic) ‘setting up’ for a gybe. James’s
domino effect kicks in early. Blasting he’s a slightly too upright (1st domino), unhooking he’s stood up (2nd
domino), he rushed to carve, sail opens up (3rd domino). He loses the clew (4-5th domino), flexes his front
arm too much, then can’t sheet in, change his feet or rotate the rig. I’ve saved him from the last shot when
all the dominos fell over. James’s reaction to these photos. “Wow! I really can’t believe how upright I am and
how open and sheeted out the sail clew is!”

Sunken 7 Set up, Unhook, Hold On + Sheet In 
Spot the difference! James sunk the ‘7’ for longer on set up, more slowly came across onto a pre-placed
rear back foot. All of which makes it easier to push with the mast arm and pull with the clew arm to sheet in
– he planed out! 
WINDWISE TOUCH POINTS COMPLETE:
great work and great gybe James!

Send Simon…
a question or suggestion to
info@windwise.net! 
If Windwise answer it in
Windsurfing UK, you’ll get a
fab Windwise Rash Vest!

mailto:info@windwise.net
http://www.windwise.net
mailto:info@windwise.net
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PROFILE: GREG DUNNETT
PICS: OLLY WOOD 
WHEN I AGREED TO CLYDE WAITE’S REQUEST TO WRITE AN
ARTICLE ABOUT THE AVON WAVE CLASSIC I WAS PRETTY
CONFIDENT I WOULDN’T ACTUALLY HAVE TO WRITE ANYTHING.
HIS PLAN WAS FOR A WAVE SAILING EVENT, NOT ON A
REMOTE SCOTTISH ISLAND, OR IN THE WILDS OF CORNWALL
OR NORTH WALES, BUT AT AVON BEACH, CHRISTCHURCH.
DORSET. AND THIS WAS CLYDE ASKING ME. WE’VE BEEN
FRIENDS SINCE WE WERE TEENAGERS (SO HE WON’T MIND

ME SAYING THIS): CLYDE STRUGGLES TO
ORGANISE HIMSELF OUT OF BED MOST
MORNINGS. The chief reason he does is
down to his very organised wife who hands

him his car keys each morning,
reminds him he’s a teacher, and
explains that the two little people at

the breakfast bar are his children. No.
The Avon Wave Classic was a nice idea
(apparently born following Clyde’s
excitement at winning the Rhosneigr
UKWA event amateurs division earlier in
2016) but it wasn’t going to happen.
And even if it did there weren’t going to
be any waves. 

I should also, smugly, declare an interest. I
recently passed a couple of years working for a
local council organising a Christmas ice rink so I

know something of the complexity, the
commitment, the determination to succeed
- that putting an event together takes.
Clyde’s a lovely guy, but organising an
event? His idea of a complex challenge

is to rig his 4.7m on the right mast and not
put his wetsuit on back to front.   

So when Clyde invited me to an ‘event meeting’ at
his house I wasn’t that keen. I’ve sat through enough

council events meetings. They’re places where
exciting ideas are chipped away at over hours of
negativity and custard creams until only the least
risky, colourless elements remain - along with
those pink wafer biscuits that no one likes. But
because he promised free beer I went anyway. 

…and they will come. Behind the scenes at the 

AVON WAVE CLASSIC

A
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Sitting beside Jim is Charlie. Charlie runs a company
which makes a very high-tech mobile ‘structure’ with a
name that isn’t easy to say because it includes
brackets. It’s called C6(n) and it’s a beautiful
octagonal carbon fibre temporary tower that when
you’re inside makes you feel as though you should be
watching Formula One and sipping champagne. Charlie
has agreed, either because he’s very generous or mad,
or both, to put up his mega structure to be the event
HQ housing the judging platform upstairs, and house
the event’s Gin Bar downstairs. Excuse me? The what?

The Conker ‘That’s the Spirit’ Gin Bar
That’s right. The event Gin Bar. You didn’t know a
windsurfing event needed a Gin Bar, and arguably you’re
right, but this event is going to have one anyway. The
Conker ‘That’s the Spirit’ Gin Bar, run by Rupert, sitting
next to Jim and Charlie. There are other people there
too. Clyde’s brother-in-law, who owns Cobra Ribs, and
can supply safety cover. James Cox from the Big Salty
weather website is going to do all the event web stuff,
whatever that actually is. Also there is Olly Wood who is

And it turned out Clyde had assembled an unusual
team of people interested in supporting or sponsoring
his fledgling idea for an event. First up was the heavily
bearded face of Jim ‘Jimmy’s Iced Coffee’ Cregan.
Think the bit in Dragon’s Den when they call in
someone who’s obviously going to make millions to
contrast with the numpties who have invested their life
savings in 10,000 units of a toaster that retails at
£169.99. You know the sort of thing:

“My business plan shows sales of a million units in
year one, rising to eight billion units in year five.”

“You do realise that’s more than the population of the
entire planet?”

Jim makes iced coffee and sells it in supermarkets
near your house and that’s true no matter where your
house is. For the event he’s agreed to turn up with his
massive Jimmy’s Iced Coffee camper truck and put on
the public address and sound system. On hearing this I
get a confused look coming over my face. A sound
system at a wave sailing event? Isn’t the infrastructure
usually limited to a whiteboard and three camping
chairs for the judges? 
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You didn’t know a windsurfing event needed a
Gin Bar, and arguably you’re right, but this

event is going to have one anyway
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going to be the event camera man, but who’s so
enthusiastic there’s no way he’s going to limit himself to
that. He’s like Tigger from Winnie the Pooh. He’s going
to do everything. All the time. And some of it two or
three times just because he’s having so much fun. 

Atmosphere is all wrong
And the atmosphere in this event meeting is all wrong.
People are enjoying themselves. They’re positive,
enthusiastic and relaxed about putting this event
together. And the beer is slipping down. This is not how
these meetings are supposed to be at all.  

I decide I have to stop things before they go too far, so
I think back to my extensive event experience and ask
whether they’ve all considered risk assessments. Jim,
Charlie and Rupert still look pretty chilled, and Olly has
just nipped out for a bounce outside, but Clyde looks
worried now. He’s already had a real meeting with the
council, where such things were talked about at
length. He turns to me and says he’s got me down to
write the risk assessments for him. In fact, that’s why
he asked me here. Bollocks.

The meeting ends with them deciding they want to
serve alcoholic drinks in this space-age structure built
right on the beach, while the BWA runs the event. They
might as well add bikini clad babes on the beach
serving Pina Coladas since none of this is going to
happen - but I let them get on with it. Better they learn
their limits through experience, I think, helping myself
to another beer.  

A couple of meetings later, which somehow I missed
the invitations to, and apparently things are all set, but
my prophecy of failure is coming good. Clyde has to
put together an official event plan in order for the
council to grant his event licence. For this he needs
not only to prepare risk assessments, to show (among
other things) that he has considered the possibility of
an asteroid strike, but also write a vulnerable adults
protection risk plan, a lost-donkey procedure and
provide paperwork in sixteen languages including
Egyptian hieroglyphics to show he is insured against an
outbreak of Ebola. The chances of Clyde sorting this
little lot out? Don’t make me laugh.
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With an actual event put together, and the council pacified, the other problem fundamental to
windsurfing events looms large. You can’t plan for the wind to be there.
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But, apparently, he does sort it all out. For several
weeks he goes noticeably quiet on Facebook, and I
get occasional emails asking me to check over his
Long-Tailed Newt Protection Plan, or spell check the
Emergency Evacuation in the Event of the Sun
Exploding and Destroying the Solar System
assessment. But somehow he gets it all done. The
Avon Beach Wave Classic is happening. 

With an actual event put together, and the council
pacified, the other problem fundamental to
windsurfing events looms large. You can’t plan for
the wind to be there.

And actually with a wave sailing event it’s not just
wind you need, waves are kind of essential as well.
On its day Avon Beach is a great place for wave
sailing. It’s a river mouth break. An underwater sand
spit creates down-the-line wave riding conditions,
sometimes allowing six, seven or even more bottom
turns on the same wave. For the well-travelled think
Jericoacoara, but without the Italians in skimpy
speedos. Or on a really good day, think Punta San
Carlos, but without Jem Hall (UK guru windsurfing
coach) barking orders at you.  

South coast windsurfers
What’s more it’s a starboard tack beach - unlike
every other destination on the UK tour - and this is
an important point. Clyde is hoping the event will
appeal to the many south coast windsurfers who are
put off from entering the Ireland and Rhosneigr
events because everyone in those places is cack
handed and sails the wrong way round. And when I
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Even if a miracle happened, like the south
east of England, France and much of
Europe being replaced overnight by a
wholly new ocean, it would still be bloody
port tack
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think about all this I start to ‘get it’ - the reason for
Clyde’s enthusiasm for the event. It’s just a glimmer in
my mind. But if the forecast comes good this could be
pretty amazing. 

Zero chance of swell
Just as my enthusiasm finally fires up, all hopes are
dashed. We’re just a week away, and the forecast very
much doesn’t come good. The wind is stuck in the
wrong direction – they’re might be enough wind on the
first day of competition (the Friday, when the pro’s
sail) – but it’s coming from completely the wrong side
to normal. This means instead of gusting in from the
Atlantic, it’s blowing off the land, meaning the fetch for
waves to build up is barely half a mile. There’s zero
chance of swell. Even if a miracle happened, like the
south east of England, France and much of Europe
being replaced overnight by a wholly new ocean, it
would still be bloody port tack. All of which means that,
even with all of Clyde and his team’s seriously
impressive work, nobody is going to turn up.  

But this certain fact barely dents the flow of positivity
and smooth efficiency coming out of the Event HQ
Wassup group. Then amazing C6(n) structure goes up
(I guess there are brackets in the construction?). The
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65
Conker Gin Bar goes in. Jimmy’s van arrives and tunes
up. Olly is so excited I fear for his health. And the big
day dawns.

And so, amazingly, do lots of people, many of them
windsurfers. On the Friday there is indeed enough wind
for the pro’s to sail, and bust out a few back loops off
chop, and some mildly impressive but ultimately stupid
freestyle moves (I’ve long since given up any pretence
of interest in freestyle, I can’t afford the chiropractic
bill). But there’s zero realistic chance of a wave event
happening.

Incredibly upbeat
There’s even less chance on the Saturday. But - the
place is still busy, and the atmosphere is frankly
amazing. I’ve been to many windless windsurfing
competitions where people mope about discussing the
weather, or when they can reasonably go home. Here it
was obvious an event wasn’t going to happen. But
everyone is still incredibly upbeat. It was like people
were so impressed with the infrastructure laid out for
them on the beach, the Jimmy’s Iced Coffee sound
system pumping out laid back tunes, the Conker Gin
Bar. It was almost as if people were slightly drunk. 

In the end there were no waves. But then there was
hardly any real wind in the whole of 2016 to generate
them, and there’s no doubt that the Avon Beach Wave
Classic made a serious impact on the BWA UK Wave
Tour even without them. There were several impressive
tow-in windsurfing competitions which wowed the
many passers-by who stopped for a drink. There was a
youth non-planing freestyle competition which baffled
them. There were 120 people in the pub listening to a
windsurfing band and vowing to come back next year.  

Point of this article
The point of this article - which you might be reading a
while after the event finished - is this: I still maintain
that Clyde Waite can’t personally organise his own
breakfast, but it turns out he can assemble a team of
people around him who can, and that means that when
the Avon Beach Wave Classic announces its dates for
2017 you should put them in your calendar right away.
Why? Because if you’re a wave sailor it’s absolutely
worth going to even if it’s not windy, but more
importantly because it should be supported because if
they can keep it happening one time they actually will
hit a good forecast, and if that happens, it’ll be epic.

C A M E ,  S AW...

Please adore Conker responsibly

C A M E ,  S AW...

Please adore Conker responsibly

C A M E ,  S AW...
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PROFILE: CLARE ELLIOTT
PICS: GALA LIUBYTSKA, IDOTPHOTO, PROTOGRAPHY 

CLARE ELLIOTT IS LOOKING TO CEMENT HER REP AS AN ALL
ROUND WINDSURFING LADY. IN A SHORT AMOUNT OF TIME
SHE’S COME A LONG WAY. HAVING BEEN WORKING ON HER

FREESTYLE FOR THE PAST FEW SEASONS WAVE SAILING
GOALS ARE NOW IN THE PROCESS OF BEING NAILED DOWN.

FEARLESS AND ALWAYS READY TO LEARN CLARE’S STORY
SHOULD SERVE AS INSPIRATION TO BOTH FEMALE AND MALE

WINDSURFERS ALIKE.

I only started windsurfing in the summer of 2013. I was 19, working in Greece,
Vounaki, for a company called Sunsail. It was my first season. Back then I was

pretty clueless about the sport, I’d never tried it. I was acting as a beach
apprentice and running some of the kid’s activities. I had very few

qualifications, the minimum in fact! I never thought I’d be fully qualified to
teach all levels of windsurfing and be putting so much of my life into the sport.

I’ve always been active and enjoyed the outdoors, especially the sea. I didn’t
find my niche until windsurfing. I mean, I surfed, wake boarded and paddled a

lot, but I wasn’t hooked (literally) like I am with windsurfing. 

I think the one thing I remember which really drew me to the sport was
planing for those first few seconds. It wasn’t for long but I remember getting

the biggest adrenaline rush. It was after that a few people praised me on how
fast I’d improved. That’s when I really thought: how far can I take this? I love

this, what’s the next thing to learn? After that I couldn’t think of anything else.

ELLIOTT
CLARENAILING

IT –
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Freestyle 
Freestyle seemed like a natural progression for me
having windsurfed consistently nearly all year round in
Dahab and Vassiliki, where freestyle is very popular.
There are always a handful of other sailors sliding and
spinning around the place. I just thought it looked a lot
more fun than simply blasting up and down. Freestyle
appeals to me because it’s exciting and a challenge.
There is always something new to learn and to talk
about amongst other freestylers. Every move is like a
new project.

Team 15
There could be many reasons why girls aren’t
especially into freestyle. Firstly, if you learn from a
young age in the UK you tend to join Team 15. This is
very much orientated around junior racing,
automatically a path away from freestyle. From my
experience I never had this opportunity so when I
learnt to windsurf it was to express myself. When you
are growing up as a girl you tend to look at things a bit
differently. Maybe you don’t want to get into a cold
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Vassiliki 
Soon after I discovered Vassiliki. This was my first
strong wind resort. I tried to get there whenever I could
on my days off with friends. There was always a story
to be told and laughs to be laughed. Windsurfing just
got better and more exciting. The feeling of complete
fatigue and achy, blistery hands – such a good ache –
is something I love! So I guess Vassiliki is where I really
learnt to windsurf properly. I have now worked in
Lefkada for three years. It’s a really cool place to be.

At this very moment in time my home spot is in
Exmouth, Devon. I usually spend up to two months
here seeing my family and earning a bit of dollar for
winter travels. However, when I get the time, I windsurf
either on the seafront or the in the Exe Estuary, also
known as the Duckpond. Exmouth is a kitesurfing and
windsurfing playground. It provides flat to choppy water
and in most cases it’s shallow so is a superb place for
freestyle. I’ve had some great sessions here, it’s just a
bit nippy in the winter.

Windsurfing wasn’t on my family’s radar when I was
younger. Unlike a lot of families these days, we never
went on package holidays. Windsurfing never really
occurred to us. We tended to go and visit my family in
South Africa or backpack and horse ride. I wish there
was earlier windsurfing history for me, I wish I’d learnt
sooner. Nevertheless you can never be too old to start
learning freestyle which is why I got into it very soon
after I’d learnt to carve gybe.

PROFILE CLARE ELLIOTT



damp wetsuit and go sailing in the rain. As a teenager
you go through loads of changes and maybe
windsurfing isn’t too appealing. Come on let’s be
honest, freestyle windsurfing isn’t exactly one of the
easiest sports and girls may feel like they have to be
hardcore to do it. You don’t at all.

Getting more women involved
I think we need to encourage females and let them
know that there is equality in windsurfing. Even though
the ratio from men to women is a lot higher it doesn’t
mean women benefit less by doing it. For example, at
Club Vass, we have up to 25 instructors, half of which
are female, including a few advanced instructors. We
can get more women involved by making the sport
appealing. Club Vass run two Diva weeks in June and
September. This is tuition for all levels, run by all
female instructors. It’s a chance to really come
together as ladies and show off some girl power, drink
cocktails and have a laugh on the water together. In
the future I’d like to be running my own coaching
clinics for women in the UK. There is a small group of
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“Windsurfing wasn’t on my family’s radar when I was younger. Unlike a lot of families these
days, we never went on package holidays.”



moment. I could go smaller with the board but I find
the 93 helps me in lighter wind and is best for what
I’m learning. I wouldn’t say I have had to adapt my kit
being a girl. I usually sail the same kit as the boys. I
like the feeling of being overpowered and sail a lot
better when I am. 

Looking good on the water
Windsurfing technology just gets better each year.
Boards and sails are becoming more high performance
and the kit that goes with that is being kept up to date,
keeping the sport ‘in fashion’ if you like. Feeling
comfortable and looking good on the water is really
important too (I’m sure you guys agree also!).
Women’s wetsuits and accessories are becoming more
colourful and sexier, this reflects how we look and feel
on the water. That can be quite important to women.

The general state of UK windsurfing is good I think. It’s
in the Olympics and windsurfing is generally seen loads
in the UK whether that’s wave sailing on the coast,
racing, freestyle or freeride in land. Team 15 clubs are
dotted all across the UK that provide fantastic
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us forming now and some of the girls have set up a
group on Faceboook and Instagram called
@Crossshoreofficial, where girl windsurfers come
together, collaborate, share photos and stories and
blogs.

I haven’t raced or wave sailed much. That’s not
because I haven’t wanted to but purely because of a
pattern I sort of fell into of working every summer in
Greece and spending all winter in Dahab – both flat
water spots. I am so excited about wave sailing
though. As for racing, I haven’t even taken a
moment to think about it! I really, really enjoy sailing
big kit and always get involved with the light hearted
slalom races we run in summer. It’s something I’m
definitely interested in and feel I would be alright at.
I’ve still got loads of exploring to do with all
disciplines! I want to have some sort of competence
at all, although at the moment freestyle appeals to
me the most.

Thanks to Club Vass my current kit is a 2016
Starboard Flare 93ltr accompanied by a quiver of
Servene Freeks. I’m really happy with my kit at the

PROFILE CLARE ELLIOTT

“I really, really enjoy sailing big kit and always
get involved with the light hearted slalom

races we run in summer.”
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hooked and allows you to set a challenge for yourself.
It keeps me fit and all over happy. I’ve met some really
inspiring and awesome people. 

Thanks
Thank you Ollie Scott for always looking after me and
your generosity over the past year. Thanks to my mum
for letting me use her house as a hotel, not to mention
all the lifts to and from the airport! My two great
bosses in Topsham, Pete and Steve, for letting me
come and go so regularly to save money for winter
trips, Marcus Kleber from MauiUltrafins, Joe Knapton
from Flymount, Adam Sims for sorting my first lot of
new kit out and Miles Taylor from PROtography for all
the amazing clips and photos. Cheers guys, you rock.
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opportunities for kids, which is so important because
they’re the future of the sport. I feel my job as a
windsurfer is to not only participate but also promote it
to others.

Get your name out there
For becoming pro, I think it’s all down to time and
practice on the water. If you put the time and energy in
you will start improving fast and gaining results. When
you feel you are at a good level start to enter comps,
go to demo days and events, and generally get your
name out there and promote yourself via social media.
It’s down to your attitude. Stay positive, happy and
believe in yourself. 

After Cape Town I am going to try and head out to
Dahab for two weeks to see my friends. I will be
heading back to Club Vass in early May I imagine. On
the competition side of things, hopefully I’ll compete in
Fuerte. I really want to and said by 17 I would doing
the women’s tour.

The best feeling
Windsurfing gives me the best feeling, whether it’s
speed, airtime, landing new moves or riding waves.
Windsurfing has allowed me to travel the world to
destinations I wouldn’t have dreamed of going to. It
has influenced my life greatly, like most other
windsurfers I suspect! It can be a very frustrating sport,
especially if you are learning, but that keeps you

PROFILE CLARE ELLIOTT

“It’s down to your attitude. Stay positive,
happy and believe in yourself. ”

http://www.oceanelements.com
mailto:sales@oceanelements.com
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Bluesmiths Kula Windpro
hoody – $255

Tested and designed on Maui but
manufactured in Canada the
Bluesmiths Kula Windpro hoody

is a thing of knocked back
beauty yet sophisticated
technical apparel. At
face value it looks like a
standard soft shell top,
although there’s more
going on than you’d
first think. With a
super soft inner layer
of Polartec fleece
material and outer
stretch lightweight
shell it’s great for
throwing on post-

windsurfing sesh and
keeps biting wind and
moisture at bay. Well

positioned pockets and drawstring hood complete the
look making it and essential bit of attire for at the
beach or when out and about on the town.
Info:
www.bluesmiths.com/collections/mens/products/the-

kula?variant=16952466817

NCW The
Surface winter
steamer – £TBC

Newly developed, specifically for ‘surface
sports’ (windsurfing to you and I) North
Coast Wetsuits The Surface winter
steamer is the product of tireless R&D.
Conceptualised back at the tail end of
2015 NCW’s windsurfing team riders
Charlie Gilman (wave) and Mark Kay
(multiple race board champ) have been
working with NCW owner Mark Graham

to perfect a high end and super
warm windy suit. The
Surface is one hot bit of

rubber, that’s for
sure! Having laid our

own hands on a proto
Windsurfing UK can indeed
confirm you’ll be furnaced
up for the remainder of
your winter windsurfing
season with one of these
babies. To order you own
home grown piece or
rubber real estate give
NCW a shout.

Info: www.northcoast wetsuits.co.uk/
category/wetsuits/

Passenger Redwood check
shirt – £59.99
Richard Sutcliffe’s Passenger
surf wear brand has been a
favourite of ours for a while.
With environmental
credentials firmly in tact
the companies Redwood
check shirt is
Passenger’s ‘go-to’
piece of padded apparel
perfect for the off
season. Wear as casual
or dress it up, layer your
threads or use as a
stand-alone garment,
Passenger’s Redwood
check shirt is toasty, hard
wearing and looks the biz
with its bright livery. Manufactured from100%
Portuguese flannel fabric it feels super soft while being
able to deal with the daily rigours of winter beach life.
Info: www.passenger-
clothing.com/collections/shirts/products/redwood-check

MAGIC SEVEN – gear to enhance
your winter windsurfing existence
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RRD winter essentials –
Stringer back pack and
beanie – £see nearest RRD
stockist for details

Holding a respectable 26L RRD’s
Stringer back pack is a

sophisticated looking piece
of luggage with plenty of
bells and whistles (you’d
expect nothing less
from Italian brand RRD
would you?). With its
myriad of pockets
there’s plenty of
space for storing your
essentials while on

the way to the beach or during off water shenanigans.
Super comfy straps (some
of the comfiest we’ve
used) envelope
shoulders making
for a pleasant
carrying
experience. RRD’s
wool beanie
meanwhile keeps
bonces warm
and is a
practical
solution for
anyone needing
swede protection.
Info:
www.robertoriccidesigns.com/year-
22/accessories/travel-bags/

Sungod Renegades
customisable sunnies – £60
With more than a slight nod in the direction of cult 80s
macho plane flick Top Gun (the film was the inspiration
for Sungod’s original Aviator frames) the brand’s latest
customisable Renegades look set to continue this
trend. Being able to outlast you the frames themselves
are tough and durable. Polarised, scratch resistant
lenses are stark and offer razor sharp visibility while the 
wrap around fit ensures no unwanted UV filters in. 
Perfect for sunny, winter days or overseas travel we 

loved Sungod’s website and how easy it is to mix,
match and uniquely craft your own pair of Renegades
shades.
Info: www.sungod.co/shop/custom/renegades?id=r
enegades-rgf_Mblack-rgle_Pblue-rgi_Bblue

G-Shock Gulfmaster watch
– £700
G-Shock’s Gulfmaster is
part of the brand’s
SEA range and is
cleverer than us –
fact! With
inbuilt
barometer,
altimeter,
depth
gauge, tide
indicator and a
whole host of
other features it’s
a proper full on
piece of kit. Oh, and
it can tell the time!
G-Shock’s Gulfmaster
is endorsed by UK big wave
surfer Andrew Cotton, which should tell you a lot.
We’re sure you’ll agree if it can stand up to poundings
at Portugal’s infamous Nazrae then it’ll be able to cope
with everything you can throw at it windsurfing wise.
We love G-Shock watches and the Gulfmaster
continues the legacy.
Info: https://g-shock.co.uk/product?v=GWN-
Q1000-1AER
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WORDS: SIMON WINKLEY  
PHOTOS: JOHN HUMPHRIES

ILLUSTRATIONS: PETE GALVIN 
WHEN I FIRST STUMBLED ACROSS WINDSURFING AS
AN INFORMAL LEARNER IT WAS RELATIVELY EASY TO

PERFORM SIMPLE ACTIONS TO MAKE THE THING
WORK. HOWEVER, BEING AN INQUISITIVE CHAP I

WANTED TO KNOW HOW AND WHY THE BOARD AND
RIG DID WHAT IT DID YET NO ONE SEEMED TO BE

OFFERING ANY SORT OF SENSIBLE ADVICE. I
REMEMBER BEING TOLD BY A GUY WHO ALWAYS
WINDSURFED BAREFOOT DESPITE STUBBING HIS

TOES WITH ALARMING FREQUENCY, “IT’S ALL IN THE
REALM OF PHYSICS – A BIT TECHNICAL MATE...” I felt

comfortable with the concept of catching some
wind in the sail and heading off downwind (and

that’s mostly what I did anyway). Yet how a
windsurfer could go in any other directions – even
upwind, against the very force that was providing
the power in the first place – was beyond me and I

was determined to find out what was going on.

The guy with the delicate feet was right. The answer is to be found in
physics but take care. Type ‘forces on sails’ into Wikipedia and scroll

down to marvel at the sheer complexity of information available:
graphs of propulsive force coefficients, equations to determine drag

predomination and lavish descriptions of lift variables and vortex
shedding. This is all swashbuckling stuff – if indeed you have the

time and brain capacity for it. For the rest of us, however, here’s a
quick look at some essentials in this otherwise technical subject.

WINDSURFING

101:
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A BASIC LOOK
AT HOW
WINDSURFING
WORKS
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AIRFLOW
A windsurf sail changes the direction and
pressure of the air that it stands in the way of.
The air must move onto the sail, flow as smoothly
as possible over it and exit the sail with the least
fuss. This is primarily achieved with a well-rigged
sail pulled-in to the correct position.

A common understanding of how a sail works is this: air
splits into two streams as it hits the sail – one of which
passes to leeward and the other to windward and that
the difference in speed of these two streams causes lift.
This is thanks to ‘Equal Transit Theory’ which suggests
that air molecules separate at the luff and meet up
again on the back edge – one of which is said to have
travelled a further distance around the outside of the
sail and the other a shorter distance around the inside.
All of this is no longer accepted as credible, however
and – for those who are familiar with it – Bernoulli's
principle, whilst sound, does not apply here. 

Lift is actually generated in two ways:

1) As the air accelerates over the downwind side
(which creates an area of low pressure on the
downwind side)

2) As the air travels around the upwind side and is
forced upwind which pushes, or thrusts, the sail
downwind. To add clarity to this concept imagine
holding an angled hand out of the window of a
moving car with your index finger higher than your
little finger. As the air hits the palm of your hand it
will be forced downwards and your hand will be
thrust upwards. This is also like air being forced
over the downwards facing edge of an aeroplane
wing to create upwards lift)

COACHING BASICS78
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SMOOTH AIRFLOW
Laminar flow is often used to describe smooth
airflow over both sides of a sail but there is much
more to the story than this. 

The term actually describes how:

• the air molecules touching the sail will slow down to
almost zero due to friction (skin friction drag)

• the air molecules slightly further away from the sail
will move a bit faster

• the air molecules even further away from the sail
will move faster still

The region surrounding the sail where laminar flow
occurs is called the boundary layer and can be up to a
few inches thick. Air outside this layer is not affected
by skin friction drag.

Laminar flow is rather like sliding a loose pack of cards
along a table. The card at the bottom of the pile will
not move very far along the table as it experiences
friction against it. The next card up will move a bit
further and so on, with the uppermost card travelling
the furthest. In the same way you have layers of air at
different speeds sliding over the sail. Laminar flow is
good news because this layering produces less skin
friction drag. If air only travelled in one thick slab then
all of it would be slowed against the sail and
windsurfing would not be possible. This would be like
picking up the cards, gluing them all together and
sliding the pack across the table again. The card at the
top would have the same drag as the card at the
bottom and not travel freely forwards, thus reducing
the overall ability of the pack of cards to travel
smoothly across the table.
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LATERAL RESISTANCE
Now let’s go back to lift which, in simple terms,
wants to pull the sail a bit downwind and a bit
forwards. The forwards element is great yet not
many windsurfers are fans of going sideways. This
is where the board’s engagement with the water
comes in.

Imagine if a board was literally floating above the
water’s surface, totally disconnected from it – like a
hoverboard-windsurfer of the future perhaps or a hot
air balloon blown at the whim of the wind. With nothing
to grip onto, the sideways element would be significant
and would be impossible to reduce. No need to worry
though - boards are suitably connected to the water
and, as such, all have some degree of resistance to
going sideways.

TURBULENT AIRFLOW
Turbulent flow is air swirling and colliding
chaotically instead of sliding past itself in smooth
layers. Carefully setting our sail to the wind on a
close, beam or broad reach will avoid significant
turbulence.

Sailing too close to the wind, sailing dead downwind
on a run or pulling in the sail too much before planing
occurs will, on the other hand, encourage it. Even so
there is very little we can do to avoid some degree of
change from laminar to turbulent flow as it will happen
at some point. Such separation occurs when the
airflow no longer follows the curve of the sail,
particularly as it shears off at some point on the
leeward side. At the point of separation no lift is being
generated and the flow becomes stalled.

COACHING BASICS80
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In the photos, the solid arrows represent the sideways
force on the board caused by the lift from the sail
(transferred though the mastfoot and the body of the
person windsurfing) and the opaque arrows represent
lateral resistance.

In the first one I am standing in shallow water pressing
down on the board and trying to push it sideways
which is not easy. You can clearly see how the water is
resisting the sideways passage of the board through it,
thanks to the board’s length/thickness (volume), fin
and daggerboard. In the next photo I am deeply
engaging the windward rail – a trick to increase lateral
resistance in the absence of a daggerboard, typically
in non-planing conditions on a smaller volume board.
Again the water can be seen rebelling against the
board’s best efforts to push sideways through it.

So what is the upshot of all of this? Well, the board –
subject to the hydrodynamic lift that its lateral
resistance creates (as a result of the aerodynamic lift
from a correctly-set sail) – simply moves forwards
through the water.

And that, in very simple terms, is how a
windsurfer works!
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FORWARD LOOPS

(AND
CONTROLLING
THEM WHEN
OVERPOWERED)NITRO
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WORDS: JAMES COX (BIG SALTY)
PIC: FERGUS COWHIG
WE’VE TALKED ABOUT THE FORWARD ON
WINDSURFING UK’S WEBSITE. BUT WITH
SO MANY VARIATIONS, AND STYLES TO
THE MOVE, IT’S ALWAYS GOOD TO GET
SOME OTHER PERSPECTIVES AND TIPS.
James Cox, owner of bigsalty.co.uk, talks
us through injecting some nitro into your
forward loops and controlling them when
overpowered. 

The forward loop is a beautiful move. It is arguably the
easiest aerial move to learn but it will take a lifetime of
dedication and we’ll never master it. It is a move you
can pull on flat water or off of waves. In light winds or
in strong winds. It’s a scary move to learn and initiate,
yet in my experience it’s the least dangerous of all
jumps in windsurfing. The rotation can be late or early,
slow or fast and everyone will have a slightly different
style. Learning it takes commitment and self-belief that
for a small amount of physical effort is highly
rewarding, so lets all agree to do more of them…

Most people learn forward loops on flat water and over
the years I’ve tried to expand my knowledge of how to
land them in a whole variety of conditions which has
meant that I’ve continued to adapt my style (and
different ways of crashing)! 

What I aim for these days is to be well powered up and
try and get the maximum height possible. Sailing on the
south coast generally means hitting small ramps at high
speed. And this way life stays very exciting. If we discard
some of the tools we used to learn the forward loop in
the beginning and embrace some new ideas it’s very
easy to nitro inject our forward loops and at the same
time take control when conditions get out of control.

Here are my key thoughts on this:
l Always have plenty of clearance before trying

forward loops. You may well have to bail. So, look
around and pay attention. If someone is close don’t
bother as it will distract resulting in injury to you
and/or them.

l Height is your friend. It improves technique and
feels incredible. It also assists when you are
overpowered. The higher you can get the more your
forward speed will reduce. This also stops painful
landings. Dropping down from up high will reduce
forward momentum with a highly powered up rig.
(Unless of course you have mastered the planing
forward). But this is about getting height. If it turns
in to a crash breaking the water tension with a foot
or fist is easier than travelling at high horizontal
speed. Focus on getting as high as possible.

l To get high you need to hit a steep wave, such as
what we’d traditionally see as a backloop section. If
you like to live on the edge go for a section with
some white water on it, this will give you extra
boost but may make your entry to the loop more
complicated and random.

http://www.bigsalty.co.uk/en/
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l To get high you need to hit a steep wave, such as
what we’d traditionally see as a backloop section. If
you like to live on the edge go for a section with
some white water on it, this will give you extra boost
but may make your entry to the loop more
complicated and random.

l A vertical launch off a steep wave will also have the
effect of killing your forward speed (see previous
point). It also has the effect of forcing you to be in
a higher body position over your kit to initiate your
rotation which offers more leverage, which you
want. 

l At the apex of your jump you have to decide in a
split second whether you commit or not. This is the
most exhilarating part of the move. If you decide to
commit, it means believing that you are bigger than
yourself. Your success is very much down to
believing you can land it. And you have to want it!

l Jump, pull your body up and get as close as
possible to your rig. This has the effect of putting
you in a position of control and also should help
de-power the sail.

l Once compact lean the sail in a downwind direction
towards your landing position.
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l By this point you’re ready to throw your body round

whilst pulling the sail with your back hand. Do not be
shy here. If you have launched in to a vertical enough
jump, pulling in with force with your back hand should
create a more de-powered and tight rotation.

l At this point it might feel like you haven’t de-
powered enough and you are completely out of
control. If this is the case it would be a good idea to
bail out, assuming nobody is downwind of you!

l Tuck in to the boom and start to feel the rotational
speed you have and spot your landing to calculate
your margin for error upon landing. This point is very
much down to feel and to an extent experience. If it
doesn’t work out, don’t worry - crash and keep trying.

l As you are dropping down extending your arms
during this part of the rotation can slow you down
and leave you landing more upright for a softer
touch down.

Now you will have either crashed or stomped it.
Whichever almost doesn’t matter. You went for it and
you went for it in the most radical way possible. You hit
a vertical ramp at high speed and tried to go as high as
possible. Pour yourself a gin and call yourself a winner!

James Cox is sponsored by Quatro
International, Conker Gin, Bigsalty Weather,
Ezzy Sails, K4 Fins.

http://www.bigsalty.co.uk/en/
http://www.conkerspirit.co.uk
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LIGHT WIND WAVES

IN THE ABSENCE OF FULL POWER BREEZE
WINDSUP
Windsurfers have a lot to thank our stand up
paddle boarding brethren for. Many of the main
brands manufacture boards with the option of
attaching a windy rig. In fact, most of these
companies produce both forms of kit so it should
come as no surprise that there’s synergy. And it’s
not just bigger all round recreational cruising
SUPs that offer windsurfing possibilities. The
higher performance wave end of the spectrum
allow the same option, which brings us back to
waves.

For a good many lining up full power blow with
swell is tricky – after all, there are two elements
in the mix here. With just puff needed it’s not so
much of an issue but when you’re searching for
groomed corduroy it can be a whole new
headache. With the addition of a windSUP to your
toy box, however, scoring a decent session and
not being skunked is more doable.

The kit
So what type of kit will you need? Well, fortunately all
your usual wave sails can be used for light wind wave
riding windSUP style. For the uninitiated there’s a
perception you need additional rigs, which isn’t true.
Usually 4.2m up to 5.3m (ish) will suffice. 

The main thing to realise is you’re not trying to plane
here. While some SUPs do release and get up to
speed wave sailing, windSUP is mostly a displacement
activity where you’re moving much slower (until on a
wave that is) which is part of the beauty – especially
for newbies.

A stand up paddle board with a mast insert is the main
additional piece of kit you’ll require. Chances are you
can be using your SUP for paddling as well as windSUP
thereby cutting down the cost. If you’re in the market
for a SUP to paddle, and windsurf as well, look for one
you can connect a rig to – even if windSUP isn’t your
number one priority. And don’t think you’ll need to aim
for super small surf sticks, this isn’t the case. A
standard all round SUP (9-10ft) will do just fine.

The only thing to change are the board’s fins. For those
using a SUP at the larger end of the scale you’ll
probably have been supplied with larger skegs than
you’ll need for wave windSUP. Slightly smaller fins in
this case will help with manoeuvrability on the wave
face. There’s no need to go super extreme, however.

PROFILE: WINDSURFING UK
PICS: PAUL MONNINGTON, KEITH THOMAS 
IT USED TO BE IF THE WIND DIDN’T BLOW, THEN YOU COULDN’T GO
– ESPECIALLY WHEN IT COMES TO WAVE SAILING. The fact is,
these days there are plenty of opportunities to still get out and
play in the surf, even with marginal breeze on the cards.
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Conditions
In terms of wind you’ll be surprised how little is
actually needed for wave sailing windSUP action – 10
knots should be sufficient (sometimes less). The only
thing to consider is there actually needing to be
something – certainly enough to help drive you
through the white water and propel you onto a wave. 

As far as wave size goes this is down to you. You can
see from the accompanying pics that riding decent
lumps can be tackled. There’s no reason why you
can’t go bigger, if confidence is high and/or you have
the skills. Likewise don’t be afraid to head out in
smaller surf – after all, this is where you’ll develop
your skills without having to worry about taking a
severe pounding. Small surf is a good way to get your
head around the feel of your windSUP kit and learn
the subtleties it takes to effectively control it.

The differences
Wave sailing windSUP differs massively from full
power windsurfing, as we’ve already said. Everything
is slower, which is great news for aspiring rippers as it
gives riders time to work on technique. When heading
out to the peak you’ll find everything a lot more
relaxed than when riding your standard windy set up.
With room to breathe you can accurately pick your
line and make it out back beyond breaking waves.

And the extra buoyancy/float of the SUP means
tackling flotsam and foam is easier than you’d think.
Don’t get us wrong, you may still end up taking a
dunking, but chances are you’ll be in position for the
drop with dry hair!

Having made it through the impact zone the next step
is to line yourself up with a wave of choice. Due to
being on your wider and more stable board tacking
(or gybing) should be a doddle and then it’s simply a
case of ‘waiting at the bus stop’. If you were fully
powered on your wave gear then timing is everything.
With windSUP you could, if you wanted, simply let go
with your back hand and hang fire, waiting for your
set. Some may also choose to drop their rig and take
a rest – again, this is no problem with windSUP kit
and negates the need to water start.

Once you’ve chosen which wave you want it’s time to
get on it. Due to riding in light winds starting out early
will deliver best results. Having got a bit of power in
your rig (a few pumps might be required) the wave will

hopefully have started to lift your board and propel
you shoreward. If you’re hooked in then now’s the
time to unhook!

Dropping down the wave face your board will have
picked up enough speed to allow manoeuvrability. It’s
at this point an obvious thought will enter your head:
‘no footsraps’. With wave sailing kit footstraps allow
leverage of your board whereas with windSUP this
option isn’t available. For some, this may take a bit of
getting used to, but in time an obstacle free deck can
be liberating.

Riders will need to engage a proactive approach.
Moving feet about the deck, from rail to rail, across
the tail, will allow the board to bite and turn. The rig
at this point, while still a tool, may be slightly
redundant. As such, a subtle approach will be
needed. Laying into a full power bottom turn simply
won’t happen. Instead use the board’s speed to carve
off the bottom, the slight but additional power in your
sail giving a degree of extra boost. Having come back
up to the lip you can then cut back, again utilising a
deft technique with the sail.

How critical
For most wave sailing windSUPers riding waves and
performing moves won’t be as critical as with
standard wave sailing equipment. But this shouldn’t
be a negative. You’ll still be able to ‘surf’ and perform
similar moves (apart from aerials). 

And for those progressing into waves for the first time
windSUP gives the opportunity to improve and develop
muscle memory and technique. Where you place hands
on the boom, for instance, will cross directly back over
to planing windsurfing and therefore windSUP wave
sailing is a good tool for aiding improvement.

If it all goes Pete Tong
At some point you’ll probably stack it – par for the
course. In this instance kit may disappear off into the
distance with white water and a swim will be in order.
This is no different to conventional wave sailing
though, so no need to get stressed. As long as
conditions aren’t too extreme and you’re confident in
the brine then you’ll be back in standing depth quick
smart. Body surfing waves shoreward will help you
retrieve kit quicker.

WindSUP wave sailing is super fun and the perfect way
to get you out in some juice during light wind periods.
A good way to keep your hand in owning a stand up
paddle board with rig attachment is another string to
your bow. And for the wave sailing newcomer it’s the
perfect tool for developing necessary skills that can be
adapted for higher wind. Pick your days and we’re
confident you’ll be having a whale of a time!

for those progressing into waves for the first
time windSUP gives the opportunity to improve
and develop muscle memory and technique



JUNIOR WINDSURFING
TEAM15

SINCE ITS INCEPTION,
TEAM15 HAS BEEN THE
BACKBONE OF JUNIOR
WINDSURFING, WITH THE
TALENTS OF ITS
PROTÉGÉS SPANNING
FROM RACING TO
FREESTYLE, WAVE TO
SLALOM, AS WELL AS
INSTRUCTORS, COACHES
AND WATERSPORTS
PROFESSIONALS.

FEATURE TEAM1592

If you are a young windsurfer looking to thrive in your
sport, why not get involved in the Team15 scene. To find
a club and where events are taking place near you, visit
www.team15.org.uk

New clubs are always welcome, contact
team15@rya.org.uk to find out how. 

mailto:team15@rya.org.uk
http://www.team15.org.uk
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Team15 gives young windsurfers a platform to develop
board skills, compete and windsurf with their friends, close
to home and further afield. Clubs dotted across the
country run regular sessions on freestyle, racing and board
handling introducing the youngsters into the sport for life
with many opting to enter the RYA’s performance pathway. 

Team15 windsurfers have the opportunity to compete
regionally, battling it out for team and individual honours
as part of the Interclub series. As a result of changes to
the programme in 2016, each series moves around the
region, giving sailors the chance to experience new
venues, makes friends and represent their team.  

So is it all about racing? Not only do sailors race, but also
get the chance to showcase their freestyle in a super X
format with prizes up for grabs in both disciplines. 

The Team15 season culminates in the Champions Cup
final with sailors from across the country competing
alongside British Sailing Team stars as part of the National
Windsurfing Championships. 

2016 saw seasoned Team15 club Axbridge Animals storm to
victory to beat rivals Active Sprite and West Kirby who finished
second and third respectively, with Axbridge’s top sailors
taking multiple fleet wins in the 100-board Team15 event.
This year, the event will return to Grafham Water Sailing Club
on 9-10 September, where 200 windsurfers are set to once
again battle it out for individual and team national titles. 



WORDS AND PICS: WINDSURFING UK
FOILS ARE EVERYWHERE AT THE MOMENT. IT SEEMS YOU
CAN’T CHECK YOUR FAVOURITE SOCIAL MEDIA STREAM
WITHOUT BEING BOMBARDED BY THE LIKES OF KAI LENNY
ON HIS SUP FOIL OR KITESURFERS GETTING SERIOUS
LIGHT AIR HANG TIME ON THEIRS. WINDSURFING FOIL
POSTS ARE ALSO DOTTED ABOUT. 2016’S PWA SYLT AND
LA TORCHE EVENTS BOTH FEATURED SIGNIFICANT
FOILING ACTION IN THE ABSENCE OF PROPER WIND
DURING CERTAIN DAYS – THE PWA ARE LOOKING TO
INTRODUCE FOILING TO THEIR SLALOM FORMAT. AND
THEN OF COURSE THERE’S OLYMPIC DEBATE AND
WHETHER THE RS:X CLASS WILL BECOME FOILING
ORIENTATED (WHICH MAKES SENSE WITH MANY VENUES
BEING PREDOMINANTLY LIGHT AIR SPOTS).

SPOTLIGHTKIT94
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AHD AFS-1 windsurf foiling system
New horizons
Info: www.kaisports.co.uk/ info@kaisports.co.uk Call Jon on 02380 840777 Price: Carbon Shark Board with footstraps £1599, AFS-1 foil £2099.                                    

The reason to foil is marginal
breeze focused. Those of us who
get out in all wind strengths will
know how ‘sticky’ windsurfing kit
can be when gust meters read
marginal measurements. So from a
recreational sailor’s point of view
something even more efficient and
attention grabbing is going to make
waves – literally.

Windsurf foiling is definitely the
lesser of all known foil disciplines.
Perceived difficulty and expense
being obvious barriers. With this in
mind we decided to hit up one of the
brands who’ve been into windsurf

mailto:info@kaisports.co.uk
http://www.kaisports.co.uk


foiling from almost the beginning.
While AHD windsurfing products may
have slipped off the radar somewhat,
the French company is still thriving
and innovating. For around 10 years
AHD and pro rider Bruno Andre have
been developing their foiling
equipment – the only brand to
manufacture a dedicated foil
windsurf board.

The kit
AHD’s AFS-1 foil board and foil are
aimed squarely at the lower end of
the wind spectrum. With its large
surface area this is obvious when
you look at the foil’s wing size. At
110L, however, we were sceptical
about the board – not least because
of the large cut out in the nose. The
dimensions of the AFS-1 aren’t as
large as we’d have expected.
Instead, on paper, the AFS1 is
edging towards the sizing of our full
power freestyle sled. But in the flesh
they couldn’t be more different and
the foil adds a further 10lt.

Details are pretty hard to come by
so we quizzed UK importer Jon
Popkiss (Kai Sports Ltd) at length
about where to start with foiling. He
gave us some worthy advice and
sign posted a few different vids that
would possibly help. But back to
the kit for a mo…

Coming in deconstructed fashion
AHD’s AFS-1 carbon foil is easy to
assemble. Simply slot the wings
into place and screw tight – it
couldn’t be simpler as zero tools
are required. It’s the same when
attaching to the AFS-1 board. AHD

    
 

                                              Board and foil bought together £3349
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“Windsurf foiling is definitely
the lesser of all known foil
disciplines.”

mailto:info@kaisports.co.uk
http://www.kaisports.co.uk
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have developed their own super
strong fin box fitting, which is
positioned further forwards than
usual windy types. The fit is snug
and tight – for such a big piece of
carbon everything couples together
very easily and in solid fashion.
Once in place you suddenly realise
how far off the ground the tail now
sits which presents one of the first
fundamental obstacles: carrying.

Transport
Foils are cumbersome pieces of
gear to move around – especially
when coupled up. There’s simply
no way of avoiding this. Once in
position the whole package
becomes quite awkward to
manoeuvre around the beach, at
home and store. When not in use
it’s definitely wise to deconstruct
the AHD foil so it doesn’t get in the
way and pick up dings. You’ll then
need a safe place for foil’s upright,
wings and board to reside.

Launching
Back at your chosen launch and
riders will have the task of
preparing to go afloat. You can
either place the AFS-1 next to the
water and retrieve your sail
separately or attach your rig and
carry with board upside down
holding onto the foil’s upright. It’s
also possible to walk with AHD’s
foil gear in conventional fashion –
i.e. holding onto the boom with one
hand and footstrap with another.
This is quite a tiring method,
however, as sailors will need to
keep the foil high and avoid
snagging the ground. Other ways of
lugging are available also. 

Once at the water’s edge it’s time
to go afloat. Be aware, however,
that you’ll need some water depth
to launch. Otherwise the foil will
have no clearance and will dig into
the seabed – not great for the foil
or rider balance.

Sail choice
Choosing the correct sail
flummoxed us for a while. Our first
AHD foiling session took place in
roughly 18-20 knots of gusty wind.
With standard windsurfing
scenarios this is at the lighter end
of the breeze spectrum. AHD’s
website describes the AFS1 foil
system to be perfect for light airs,
which we considered this to be –
apparently it’s possible to get going
in 4 knots with a 7.5m ish sail! So
for this first go a 5.2m was utilised.

As mentioned the surface area of
the AFS-1 foil is large. With each
gust the foil lifted aggressively and
with no prior experience we were in
the drink in seconds. When you’re
overpowered the board drops nose
first and pitches to a 45 degree
angle. With it being February, cold
and a biting side offshore wind
puffing it didn’t take long before we
canned the exercise and reverted
to usual windy gear.

WINDSISINSNUNUNRNRNDRDFDFDING
uk



FINAL
THOUGHTS
Having nailed a few more foiling
sessions it’s now become a bit of an
addiction. That said windows of
opportunity remain limited. At 85kg
the amount of wind we need to
actually foil is towards the upper limit
of AHD’s AFS-1. The brand state a 7m
is fine but we tended to use 7.5m
more often than not. 

To begin with, you need that initial
power to actually foil in lighter winds –
once up and riding, however, we could
quite happily ditch a meter squared
plus. So sail tuning and rider sensitivity
is key. Optimum for us at this early
stage seems to be a consistent 12-15
knots (we emphasise the word
consistent). Gusty conditions make
foiling tricky – especially for newbies. As
with everything, practice makes perfect.
With time on the water most
experienced sailors will have immense
fun with AHD’s AFS-1 foil set up. We’re
intrigued to see where windsurf foiling
goes over the next few seasons –
especially in the UK. Only time will tell
whether it becomes truly mass appeal..

Huge thanks to Jon Popkiss at Kai
Sports who kindly allowed us to spend
time with AHD’s AFS-1 foil board and
foil. For your chance to demo this give
him and the team a holla.

The next time out wasn’t for a
while. Having genned up a little
more we decided to take things a
tad slower. Time and again the
word ‘finesse’ was used, so it was
finesse we’d employ. We again
chose a 5.2m but launched in wind
strengths hovering just below 10
knots. And low and behold…
nothing! Nada. We limped across
the water barely registering any
kind of speed; not even close to
foiling. Back to the drawing board
again then.

Re-rigging we opted for a 6m sail.
This time results were encouraging
– although we still didn’t really foil.
Wind speeds had increased slightly
and while forward motion was more
efficient it was still proving tricky.
We tried to copy what was depicted
in the tutorials we’d seen. Slotting
into the front footstrap we pumped
hard, only to have the board lurch
violently from side to side but
without lift.

Canning the session again we
waited for a windier day. Upon
arrival the breeze was picking up
and we rigged a 7.5m cautiously.
Gusts were averaging 14 knots or
so and we were determined to
crack this foiling lark. First run and
all seemed similar to what we’d
experienced so far – not much
foiling. And then a stronger gust hit
and everything changed.

Half foiling
With a few more knots filling our
sail we were able to get both feet
comfortably into the AFS-1’s
footstraps. Hooked in, albeit with a
slightly more upright stance than
standard windsurfing, we huffed
along at a brisk rate. There was lift
for sure but we weren’t quite fully
out of the water – more half foiling
if you will.

This in itself is an odd (but fun)
sensation. You’re not really planing
but you’re not 100% foiling either.
That said it was pleasant enough
and a few runs like this had us
smiling. Harking back to a previous
comment Jon had made, the
following run had us pumping
tentatively and stood more over the
centreline. Feeling powered up a
swift push of the back leg saw the
AFS-1 rise dramatically – this time
there was no doubt we were foiling.
Unfortunately soon after we pinched
too close to wind, lost all sail power
and nosedived. We did, however,
somehow manage to hold on.

Following on rapid progress was
made. We’re certainly no foiling
experts but longer runs were being
had all the time. Unfortunately the
wind continued to pick up and
soon we had way too much sail for
the conditions and therefore too
much lift. Time to head back to the
beach and take stock.
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DELIVERY AVAILABLE ACROSS THE UK

Check out 
our latest special offers

DOWNLOAD 
THE 

PURAVIDA 
APP NOW

The UK’s best stocked demo centre! 
Try the latest range of waveboards from all 
the leading brands.

Phone: 02920 711946
UNIT 2 HERBERT TERRACE CF64 2AH
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http://www.llandegfedd.co.uk
mailto:llandegfedd@dwrcymu.com
http://www.wetndryboardsports.com
mailto:info@datchetwatersports.co.uk
http://www.datchetwatersports.co.uk
http://www.truro-penwith.ac.uk
http://www.puravidaboardriders.co.uk
http://www.procella.co.uk


Test a sail – demo sails delivered to your door

https://www.facebook.com/Witchcraft.Windsurfing/
http://www.witchcraft.nu


http://www.windsurfingukmag.co.uk/
home/windsurfing-uk-subscriptions/
Buy the print version and get the digital edition for FREE!
Combined with the digital version, and our website, we
think we’ll have you covered!

To buy the digital issue of the magazine separately and
SAVE 60%on the print price go to:
https://www.joomag.com/magazine/
windsurfinguk/M0042074001475579769

If you want to be in with a chance of nabbing your very own copy
then head across to the subscription page where you can buy a
single issue or sign up for a year. Go on, you know you want to!

https://www.joomag.com/magazine/windsurfinguk/M0042074001475579769
https://www.joomag.com/magazine/windsurfinguk/M0042074001475579769
http://www.windsurfingukmag.co.uk/home/windsurfing-uk-subscriptions/
http://www.windsurfingukmag.co.uk/home/windsurfing-uk-subscriptions/


Windwise World Tour
Travel / Technique / Adventure
The Ultimate Freeride & Freewave Experiences
Tenerife 
Bonaire
Alacati
Fuerteventura
Prasonisi
Lanzarote
Mauritius
Western Australia
Hawaii

  
    

     
 

 

http://www.windwise.net



